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Executive
summary
Cotton colour is an important aspect in determining the cotton
quality and ultimately the price paid to the cotton growers.
The colour of cotton fibres may be affected by plant genetics,
growing conditions, environmental factors, and harvest
and processing conditions, but is primarily affected by field
conditions after boll opening and prior to harvest, and by
conditions during storage and ginning. The negative impact of
field weathering on cotton fibres is well recognized.
Australian growers produce the highest quality upland cotton in
the world. A significant risk to growers achieving market prices
for this high quality is the effect of heavy rainfall at the time of
harvest. The opportunity cost to industry of colour grade loss
due to field weathering is estimated on average to be $33.5
million, $13.75 per bale or approx. $137 per hectare over the last
10 years. The worst industry impact in one year (2014) was $119
million, $24.00 per bale or approx. $240 per hectare.
Xinova in partnership with Australia’s Cotton Research and
Development Corporation (CRDC), is exploring the opportunity
for new technologies and breakthrough inventions to improve
the production and management of cotton colour, and to
reduce or eliminate the risk of cotton discolouration around
harvest time. Successful commercialization of a solution would
reduce the risk of significant economic losses from colour grade
penalties and increase the reliability of supply of premium
quality Australian cotton. By potentially solving an otherwise
“intractable” problem that reduces the economic viability of
cotton production, the Australian cotton industry will become
more sustainable and competitive.
As stage 1 of this project, Xinova has undertaken a technology
and IP review, including a review of Xinova’s existing patent
assets, in search of innovative solutions to the problem of
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cotton discolouration due to three major contributors –
honeydew deposits, microbial action and moisture damage.
Several technologies have been identified in this review as
having some potential for CRDC to consider for investment
for commercial and technical relevance to the cotton industry.
However, some identified technologies are both at least 10
years old and at early stages in their commercial path. This
may imply they have been abandoned as commercially or
technically flawed technologies. Should any of the identified
technologies be of interest to CRDC, Xinova can contact the
researchers or IP holders to assess these further.
Technology gaps have also been revealed from the review.
Identified gaps include:
• Technologies for early detection and mitigation of
honeydew in-field,
• Technologies to protect open bolls from moisture
and microbial damage, and
• Technologies to recover colour grade loss due to
excessive rainfall.
These gaps may be bridged by the invention of new
approaches and solutions. Such inventions may provide
Australian cotton growers with a technical advantage over their
competitors that reduces risk of discolouration and therefore
lower income from colour grade loss. CRDC is encouraged
to consider funding the invention of solutions to bridge the
identified technology gaps. Such funding would involve
defining the technical problems associated with discolouration
and engaging Xinova’s inventor network to solve the defined
problems. There would then be the possibility to invest in the
development of any promising solutions having emerged from
this review and from the invention phase.
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1.0
Introduction
The colour of cotton fibre may be affected by plant genetics,
growing conditions, environmental factors, and harvest
and processing conditions, but is primarily affected by field
conditions after boll opening and prior to harvest, and by
conditions during storage and ginning. For growers, managing
cotton colour and cotton quality is a delicate balance of
favourable seasonality and successful farm management
practices. A production system that minimizes the exposure
of open lint to field weathering before harvest is the cotton
growers’ greatest tool for preserving colour grade.

humidity and rain, exposure to UV radiation, and from the
action of insects and microbes that grow on the lint or wash
off the leaves. Microbial growth will consume some sugars,
but may also synthesize and deposit other sugars. Clearly,
the levels of sugars in the bolls, the amount and duration of
rainfall and humidity, the exposure to various species and levels
of inocula of microflora, and temperature during the period
when open bolls are on the plant all interact to influence fibre
weathering. Dull, grey or yellowish fibres are most closely
associated with field weathering and microbial action.

When mature cotton bolls first open, the lint is white and
clean due to the highly reflective nature of cellulose and the
lack of microbial degradation. If boll development is halted
prematurely by frost, drought, or too-early an application of a
boll opener (e.g. Ethephon), the lint often has a yellow colour
that varies in intensity. As cotton weathers in the field, it loses
reflectance, becoming discoloured due to moisture from both

More specifically, fibres typically lose brightness and
darken due to moisture, microbial activity, insect and trash
contamination, whereas yellowness usually results from
premature exposure to frost, microbial action, prolonged
storage especially under humid conditions, vegetative staining,
among others.
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Figure 1: Factors that may affect the colour of cotton fibre
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Rainfall can dramatically reduce colour grade, especially
if the cumulative amounts exceed 5cm after the boll has
opened. When rainfall occurs at harvest time there can be
complex interactions between insect honeydew, rainfall
(amount and duration), microbes and the subsequent weather
(sunny & windy versus cloudy & cool) that determines whether
colour grade will be affected. For example, rain may remove
honeydew, whereas cotton that has discoloured due to
moisture may bleach and lighten in periods of bright sunny
weather. Production practices in the Mid-South of the US often
delay harvest for 2 or 3 days following a storm to allow the
cotton to brighten, usually recovering one full colour grade. On
the other hand, repeated rain events may result in increased
microbial activity on and within the fibre. Cotton fibre damage
and boll rot are usually associated with excessive rainfall and
microbial degradation.
On-farm management practices attempt to optimize the
production and harvesting of cotton to ensure high prices
and avoid colour penalties. Whereas discolouration of cotton
fibres can arise from a range of influences, colour does not
always reflect textile processing performance qualities.
However, discolouration provides an indicator that the cotton
was compromised by growing and storage conditions and
processing performance may be adversely affected via reduced
physical or chemical attributes. Critically, cotton graded 41
(Strict Low Middling) receives a “cliff face” discount of around
17% of the price from the base grade (Middling (31)).

Severely discoloured cotton is undesirable in the textile mill
because of its lint surface deterioration and perceived dye
problems. Discoloured lint poses a marketing problem for
certain yarn mills because of the potential for the cotton to
be off-colour when it is dyed a lighter colour. Deterioration of
the lint surface also increases its roughness and affects how
the fibres slide across each other in the spinning process. Light
spot or grey cotton is more likely to result in weaker and uneven
yarn. Field-weathered cottons suffer increased fibre breakage,
resulting in higher short-fibre content.
Appropriately applied technologies that can help prevent
discolouration pre- or post- harvest would benefit cotton
growers. Solutions that improve the production system, whilst
preserving cotton colour and quality, offer the potential to
increase on-farm returns for growers. This project seeks to
identify existing technologies and solutions that could be
rapidly adopted by the Australian Cotton Industry to reduce the
economic risk attributed from cotton discolouration.

Solutions that improve the production system,
whilst preserving cotton colour and quality,
offer the potential to increase on-farm returns
for growers.

Discolouration can sometimes be reduced or eliminated by
bleaching, but discolouration due to fibre deterioration may
affect the ability of fibres to absorb and hold dyes and finishes.
Colour variation in cotton fibre may also suggest variation in
other physical properties – e.g. strength – that may have an
effect on processing and quality of the end product and result
in a lower market value.
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2.0 Scope and
methodology
Xinova has undertaken a review of patents, patent applications,
research literature and activities, products and companies,
from 1 January 1980 as the priority date for patents/patent
applications, or publication date for research literature and
activities, with regard to technologies which reduce or eliminate
the risk of cotton fibre discolouration, and which in turn will
have potential to deliver significant improvements/economic
returns to the Australian cotton farming system. The review
also aims to complement previous and continuing research
investment to understand how honeydew, sooty mould, rainfall
and other microbes (fungi) interact to affect colour. The focus
of this report is therefore placed around these three major
factors - honeydew, microbes, and moisture - that are believed
to be primary contributors to cotton fibre discolouration.

Research literatures explored include:

Cotton genetics in general, and cotton fibre discolouration due
to fibre immaturity, frost/freeze, other lint staining pests, leaf
and trash contamination, were of less concern to Australian
cotton growers, and thus outside the scope of this review.
Nor are agrochemicals, such as pesticides and fungicides,
covered in this review, as existing products seem to have well
served the purpose as part of the integrated pest and disease
management.

• Beltwide Cotton Conference Proceedings (1983-2015);

The patent search strategies employed a combination of key
terms and classifications. The company and product search
was based on marketing and technical information published
by relevant businesses. The literature search is performed
using publicly available databases such as GoogleTM, GoogleTM
Scholar and Microsoft® Academic Search.

The findings of this review are described in the first three
sections corresponding to the three factors identified above.
The next section briefly discusses other “transformative”
technologies and finally, a review of Xinova’s existing
IP portfolio is presented. The report concludes with
recommendations and potential next steps for consideration by
CRDC and Australian cotton growers.
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• Publications from leading cotton research organizations,
including Cotton Research & Development Corporation
(CRDC), Australian Cotton Research Institute, United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) Agricultural Research
Service (ARS), National Cotton Council of America®,
Cotton Incorporated®, Cotton UniversityTM, International
Cotton Research Centre and Fibre & Biopolymer Research
Institute of Texas Tech University, International Cotton
Advisory Committee, French Agricultural Research Centre
for International Development (CIRAD), Central Institute for
Cotton Research (India), Cotton Research Institute Egypt,
and Institute of Cotton Research of Chinese Academy of
Agricultural Sciences;

• papers from peer-reviewed journals including the Journal
of Cotton Science, Transactions of the American Society of
Agricultural and Biological Engineers (ASABE); as well as
• a number of popular monographs on cotton production and
fibre properties, industry handbooks, trade journal articles
and opinion pieces.
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3.0
Results
3.1 Honeydew and Sticky Cotton
Honeydew-contaminated cotton and sticky cotton are
sometimes used interchangeably in literature. While stickiness
may originate from high levels of plant physiological sugars
associated with immature fibres, honeydew excreted by
phloem-feeding insects is recognized to be the most
common and major source of contamination causing
processing problems.
Insect honeydew can be deposited on the outer surface of bolls
by aphids, whitefly and mealy bugs. Presence of honeydew
on the surface on cotton late in the season is a major
problem because it may result in sticky cotton that can cause
equipment blockage problems at both the gin and spinning
mill. This can result in heavy discounts for regions that produce
sticky cotton. The honeydew also encourages the growth of
sooty moulds and other fungi on the outer layers of open bolls
- the honeydew is deposited on the outer surface of bolls and
does not normally penetrate far in the bolls (<5mm). Fungal
growth can vary from barely noticeable through to an almost
black coating of the boll. It is believed that the spores produced
by the sooty moulds help to break down the sugars and reduce
the risk of sticky cotton. However, the spores are also believed
to increase the grey colour of the lint, and result in significant
colour discounts, though it remains to be proven that this is
the cause and effect as often the situation is confounded with
other variables such as rainfall that may promote other fungi.

Figure 2: Honeydew deposits on lint

Figure 3: Sooty moulds growing on heneydew contaminated lint
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3.1.1 Detection and Measurement
3.1.1.1 Literature Overview
High concentration of honeydew contamination in regions
with high humidity (relative humidity > 80%) is typically visible
as sooty moulds, but it may not be obvious to the observer
early on, under dry conditions. Thus the first impediment to
remediation may be early detection. If cotton is determined
to be contaminated with honeydew before it is overlaid with
sooty mould and other fungi when wet weather sets in, there
are possibilities for remediation action to prevent
fibre discolouration.
The methodologies and devices for measurement of honeydew
and cotton stickiness generally range from chemical tests
such as oxidation-reduction methods, potassium ferricyanide
method (Perkins Test), Fehling Test, Benedict Test, and Bremen
Honeydew Test, enzymatic tests, chromatographic methods
such as HPLC, to physical tests such as infrared spectroscopy,
stickiness tester (Stanley Anthony method), Shenkar stickiness

SCT: Manual Operations

tester SST-1, Quickspin test, minicard test, thermodetectors such
as SCT and H2SD, and fibre contamination tester [1]-[4].
Thermodetector methods have been accepted as the
international standard for lint stickiness measurement.
Commercial products include the SCT (Sticky Cotton
Thermodetector) and H2SD (High Speed Stickiness Detector)
from CIRAD in France. The SCT is a manually operated
device that involves spreading a thin web of conditioned
lint between aluminium foil sheets, heating under pressure,
separating the aluminium foil sheets, and counting the number
of adhering sticky spots (http://www.cirad.fr/en/innovationexpertise/products-and-services/equipment-and-processes/
sct-sticky-cotton-thermodetector ). The H2SD, with a few minor
modifications, essentially duplicates the process of the SCT
on an automatic basis, greatly speeding sample throughput
(http://www.cirad.fr/en/innovation-expertise/products-andservices/equipment-and-processes/h2sd ). Both devices are
manufactured by SYDEL SA in Montpellier, France.

H2SD: Automatic Operations

Figure 4: Thermodetection systems from CIRAD
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The FCT (Fibre Contamination Tester) from Lintronics in
Israel (http://lintronics.com/fct.htm ) is another commercially
available physical test platform, wherein a fibre sliver, whose
mass and length is fixed, is fed into a microcard. The web that
is formed passes between two heated drums under pressure.
The sticky spots adhering to the drum are counted with an
image analyser.
Other technologies reported in literature are not in commercial
use and possibly still under evaluation, including the infrared
spectroscopy, Shenkar tester, Quickspin, stickiness tester
(Stanley Anthony method) [1]-[7], thermochemical production
of volatile compounds [8], and colorimetric method based on
caramelization of honeydew [9].
3.1.1.2 Patent Overview
The patent literature largely mirrors the development of
the above discussed methods. 8 patent families have been
uncovered (please refer to Appendix 1 for summaries and filing
details), namely those underlying chemical (WO2008026881A1),
enzymatic (JPS6350753A), and physical tests, including
thermodetectors (US5636546A, US6520007B2), FCT
(EP0746766B1), infrared spectroscopy (US5646405A), Quickspin
(EP0852335B1), stickiness tester (US5700961A), respectively.
1 patent application was filed in the 1980s, 5 in the 1990s, and
2 in the 2000s. The most recent filing was around 10 years ago
and no recent patenting activity was observed.
Besides research institutes, two companies, Lawson Hemphill,
a US based manufacturer of testing equipment and quality
control systems for the textile industry, and Tanaka Tekkosho,
a JP company, have also invented in this field.

3.1.1.3 Potential Solutions, Challenges & Technology
Gap Analysis
Most of the methods described require destructive sample
preparation (e.g. obtaining extracts for chemical tests), lengthy
processing and/or complex instrumentation, and therefore are
more suited to laboratory testing. In-field use technologies for
early detection of honeydew contamination remain elusive and
were not revealed in our search. The following technologies
are identified as having some potential in this regard. Note
that none of them, in their original conception, is intended for
in-field use. Rather, they are still more or less configured to be
used at a processing facility. Further validation and evaluation,
either by the original proposers or third parties, is needed to
see whether any of these are adaptable for a portable, rapid
and reliable test.
1) Infrared Spectroscopy
Lawson Hemphill patented a method for determining the
presence of honeydew by heating raw cotton fibres and
analysing infrared emanations from the heated cotton
for an infrared signature characteristic of the honeydew
(US5646405A). The invention may be accomplished in a fast,
inexpensive, non-contact, machine-vision test for sensing the
presence and level of honeydew in cotton fibre. No commercial
product appears to have been developed.
USDA-ARS investigated the use of Fourier-transform near
infrared instruments to detect stickiness in raw cotton. They
confirmed FT-NIR can be used, but a number of problems need
to be alleviated, including determination of spectral resolution,
reference value, and development of database and models [5].
2) Stickiness Tester (Stanley Anthony apparatus) [6],[7]
Preliminary research suggested that different types of
measurements of moisture content yielded different estimates
of moisture content as a function of the amount of sugars that
were on the cotton. In cases where the insect sugar content was
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high, the near infrared moisture was depressed. The resistancebased moisture meter was unaffected by the level of natural or
insect sugar in the cotton.
From these observations, a new apparatus referred to as
the “stickiness tester”, or Stanley Anthony apparatus, was
developed and patented (US5700961A). This apparatus
essentially consists of an infrared moisture sensor and
a resistance moisture sensor. In some studies, this new
device requires only a few seconds to predict the stickiness
as compared to several minutes for the sticky cotton
thermodetector. In addition, it also predicts the stickiness of
seed cotton with even increased precision as compared to
lint data.
3) Thermochemical Production of Volatile Compounds [8]
A feasibility study was conducted by USDA-ARS to determine
whether production of volatile compounds, in particular
5-hydroxymethyl-2-furaldehyde (HMF), resulting from
thermochemical degradation of honeydew can be utilized to
quantify the level of contamination on cotton, in the hope to
develop a potentially rapid, cost effective and portable method.
The results showed that it can be used as an alternative
screening method for sticky cotton, and that in fact the new
method was superior to two direct measurements of total
surface sugars. Continuing research is being performed with the
goal of achieving a measurement more rapidly.

Rapid identification and quantification of insect honeydew
contamination is not simple, in part because the sugar
components of insect honeydew are chemically complex. At
present, there would appear to be a need for a rapid, nondestructive, reliable, inexpensive and portable method for realtime detection and monitoring of honeydew contamination
potential for use in-field so that remediation steps may be
taken before the problem manifests itself as fibre discolouration
from the growth of sooty moulds and other fungi. Potential
remediation steps and challenges are discussed below under
“Management of honeydew and stickiness”.
Also, changes in weather, particularly rainfall, affect the
amount of honeydew on lint in the field. Thus, sampling to
monitor cotton stickiness potential in the field yields only timespecific results. Such considerations highlight the importance
of defining where and when stickiness potential should be
determined to allow maximum opportunity for preventative or
remedial action.

Rapid identification and quantification of
insect honeydew contamination is not simple,
in part because the sugar components of
insect honeydew are chemically complex.

4) Chemical test in a test paper format
Korea Textile Inspection & Test Institute filed a PCT patent
application (WO2008026881A1) on a method for detecting
honeydew in raw cotton, based on a colour reaction of sugar
components of honeydew transferred from a cotton sample
to be reacted with selected reagents in a filter paper. The
test does not appear to involve a complicated preparation or
procedure. The developed colour spots may be visible to naked
eyes and may be scanned and analysed to determine the cause
and distribution of honeydew contamination.
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3.1.2 Management of honeydew and stickiness
3.1.2.1 Literature Overview

[1]-[4]

Well-implemented integrated pest and plant management
plans are our best defences against the honeydew problem.
Possibilities for removing honeydew from bolls in the field
are limited.
Rainfall typically washes soluble sugars from bolls, and
therefore reduces the potential for stickiness; however,
extended periods of high moisture content in the bolls can
support microbial growth that may discolour the cotton.
Efforts to wash honeydew from lint of open cotton bolls in
the field using overhead sprinkler irrigation have produced
variable results.
Limited information is available on the effects of harvesting,
module storage, ginning and lint cleaning, and bale storage on
honeydew-contaminated cotton and its potential for stickiness
when it reaches the textile mill.
While stickiness from high levels of physiological sugars may
disappear after several months of storage because of biotic
activities on the lint, storage of cotton seems to have little
to no effect on stickiness from insect honeydew. This could
be due to the inability of most of the microorganisms to
metabolize some insect sugars. Heuer and Plaut [10] noted that
when ammonium compounds at low moisture contents (7.2%

Storage of cotton seems to have little to no
effect on stickiness from insect honeydew.
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to 12.2%) was applied to sticky cotton, stickiness was reduced
without affecting quality. Chun [11] has shown that treating
cotton with water plus ammonia or urea at a 30 percent
moisture content during storage for 15 days drastically reduced
sugar content and stickiness but it did not appear to offset the
quality deterioration; cottons stored under a cool temperature
(10°C) and with a moisture content of 15% not only had less
stickiness, but suffered no significant deterioration of quality of
the cotton. Brushwood [12] evaluated the possibility of spraying
mild solutions of some commonly available compounds (5%
ammonium hydroxide, 5% ethyl alcohol, and 0.025% Triton
X-100 surfactant) to reduce fibre stickiness before processing.
General results in this study show that over-spraying with ethyl
alcohol and ammonium hydroxide were the most successful in
reducing fibre stickiness potential. A practical application of
these findings has not been developed.
Some of the microorganisms found on cotton plants and
cotton fibres readily metabolize honeydew sugars, especially
in the presence of moisture that support microbial growth.
Researchers have tried adding various microorganisms to
honeydew-contaminated lint to reduce stickiness. Other
approaches have been to encourage microbial growth by
supplementing honeydew-contaminated lint with nutrients. A
potential problem with these methods is that several genera
of fungi found on cotton are capable of discolouring and
weakening lint fibres. In addition, some of the gram-negative
bacteria that live on cotton fibres can produce endotoxins that
can cause serious decreases in pulmonary function in textile
workers. Recent studies have identified many yeast strains that
are capable of degrading honeydew sugars [13], [14]. Some of these
may not have significant adverse effects on cotton quality or
be a human health risk. More recently, baker’s yeast was tested
in a USDA-ARS project as a safe and readily available choice
of microorganism. But laboratory trials using the yeast spray
treatment have shown that where reductions in stickiness
occur, the improvement may not be of a practical nature to
make the effort worthwhile [15].
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Another approach to reduce honeydew and stickiness in
cotton is the use of enzymes to degrade honeydew sugars
on contaminated lint. Between 1993 and 1997, a concerted
research effort was undertaken by USDA-ARS, Cotton
Incorporated®, the University of Arizona, and commercial
co-operators, prominently including Solvay Enzymes (later
Genecor) to develop a method of using enzymes to reduce
stickiness. The enzymatic requirements for decomposition
of the several honeydew sugars were identified, and the
decomposition of mixtures of honeydew sugars and honeydew
on contaminated lint was accomplished on a laboratory scale.
Experiments attempted to apply enzyme products that had
been successfully employed in the laboratory to cotton on
plants before they were picked, to seed cotton in the picker,
and to seed cotton as it was packed in the module. While
there was some success, overall a successful scale-up was not
achieved. One problem was that the moisture levels required
for effective activity of the tested transglucosidases were near
the upper bound for permissible moisture content in cotton
modules, 12 percent. Thus, the basic problem was delivering
the enzyme product to the honeydew deposits in a sufficiently
thorough manner while not introducing more moisture than
could be tolerated without generating biological heating,
cotton spoilage, or lint discolouration. Likewise, a minimodule
trial published in 2001 [16] concluded that the enzyme treatment
of honeydew-contaminated cotton fibre holds potential,
but this procedure needs further work to be considered
commercially viable.
To improve the processing performance of honeydewcontaminated cotton, heating to dry the honeydew and
render it nonsticky, and application of additives (processing
aids or fibre lubricants), appear to have demonstrated some
success. Several chemical additives have been recommended
as beneficial to the cotton ginning process, to textile mill
processing, and to fibre quality, including: Milube N-32 by
George A. Goulston Co. (Monroe, NC), a non-ionic lubricant
that contains both mineral oil and ethoxylated components at
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less than 1 percent by volume with other components held as a
trade secret, applied by direct spray before ginning; HIIvol SCF
by Forche, Inc. (Levelland, TX), a proprietary aqueous blend of
lubricant and emulsifiers that contains both mineral oil and
ethoxylated components at less than 1 percent by volume, also
applied by direct spray before ginning; non-ionic combinations
of hydrocarbon plus surfactant; and Gintex by Cotton
Conditioners Inc. (Louisville, TN, http://www.cottonconditioners.
com/), a nonoil- and nonsilicon-based product that is
typically applied at the bale feeding stage of processing at
the textile mill.

Another approach to reduce honeydew
and stickiness in cotton is the use of
enzymes to degrade honeydew sugars on
contaminated lint.
A study published in 2002 [17] involves the addition of citric
acid as a chemical catalyst to the contaminated cotton and
subsequent heat treatment. The rates of thermochemical
degradation of honeydew sugars (trehalulose and melezitose)
are increased substantially. A potentially adverse effect of the
method is formation of brown reaction products that negatively
affect colour classification, though the colour change is a
surface effect and removed during scouring and bleaching.
Indeed, researchers have looked into the effects of some of
the stickiness mitigation treatments on fibre quality. It was
found that water rinsing appears to be the most advantageous
process to lower sugar levels while maintaining or improving
fibre quality, whereas heating under dry and steam conditions
both appear to affect the fibres negatively with increases in
yellowness and decreases in reflectance, length, uniformity
and strength, and acid catalysis (using citric acid) appears
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to decrease the strength and length and more so as the
temperature increases. The author pointed out that cotton
colour differences are not well understood chemically and the
protective exterior complexity of raw cotton further entangles
matters, and concluded that further studies are required to
determine how the protective cuticle layer including pectins,
waxes, and sugar substances cause colour changes, and how
moisture interacts with these components [18].
3.1.2.2 Patent Overview
Patent literature on management of honeydew-contaminated
cotton or sticky cotton does not deviate much from what’s
reported in the literature. 19 patent families have been
uncovered (please refer to Appendix 2 for summaries and filing
details), that can be summarized as follows:
• Heating, in a control manner, to dry honeydew and render
it nonsticky and easily removable, without adversely
affecting the cotton fibres (US4796334A, CN1007436B,
US4896400A, EP0350669B1, US5003670A, US5008978A,
WO2005066404A1);
• Use of chemical additives to improve textile milling processing
(JPH0791781B2, DE3724797C2, JPH01272874A, US4983309A);
and
• Biological treatment of honeydew-contaminated cotton
fibres using enzymes, yeasts, or bacteria (JPS62223309A,
JPH0143043B2, US5770437A, WO2006018533A2).
An exception may be US5153968A. In contrast to the heating
methodology, the invention was based on the discovery that
the sugar droplets in the form of a “gel” have “cold flow”
properties, which allow them to be softened by different
physical methods or by treatment with various solvents. The
process comprises decoalescing or softening achieved by
physical or chemical treatment followed by spreading or
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dispersing by mechanical means. However, the examples
did not illustrate any other proposed treatments other than
changing the surface velocity and pressure in a minicard, alone
and with mild heating.
Another distinctive approach is disclosed in FR2685709A1 and
FR2685710B1, where preformed cotton sheets are subjected
to hot steam injection or to wet atmosphere to extract the
honeydew contained therein.
A further outlier is CN100508731C that involves harvesting and
treatment of closed bolls to avoid honeydew deposits.
10 patent applications were filed in the 1980s, 6 in the 1990s
and 3 in the 2000s. The latest filing appeared 10 years ago and
no recent patenting activity was observed.
Research institutes contribute to around one quarter of the
filings. Company applicants range from those specialized in
fibre and textile chemicals such as Matsumoto Yushi-Seiyaku,
Takemoto Oil & Fat, and Zschimmer & Schwarz, to producer of
textile machinery such as Rieter, and biotech company Genecor
(now a subsidiary of DuPont).
3.1.2.3 Potential Solutions, Challenges & Technology
Gap Analysis
Given the problem at hand is to prevent or reduce cotton
fibre discolouration from sooty moulds and other fungal
growth on honeydew-contaminated cotton, in-field mitigation
technologies are most desirable. The following technologies are
identified as having some potential. Additional study may be
warranted to determine their utility as a viable solution to
the problem.
1) Overhead irrigation
In some areas of the world, overhead and in-canopy irrigation
has been used to remove honeydew from open bolls. Positive
results have been achieved in some studies in Israel and in
Texas (USA) [1].
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In Australia, experiments using overhead sprinkler or microsprinkler systems to simulate rainfall dramatically reduced
honeydew concentration on bolls and the data provides a basic
guideline to the amount required [19].

The promising results suggest an opportunity to develop
a system that might provide more consistent results. It is
suggested that the frequency of this type of irrigation may
be more important than the volume applied [1]. Note however
that use of sprinklers may be limited where furrow irrigation
is prevalent.
2) Microbial remediation
Bioremediation, the use of living microorganisms to degrade
insect honeydew, may offer an economical, effective and
environmentally friendly way to tackle the problem. Successful
bioremediation relies on the ability of select microorganisms
with wide enzymatic capabilities, high rates of sugar utilization,
and adaptation to field conditions, but without any adverse
effects on fibre quality, and a system to ensure effective in-field
application.
WO2006018533A2 discloses spraying cotton fibres with an
aqueous suspension of bacteria and storing the treated
cotton fibres in the form of a compressed bale at ambient
temperature for at least one week to allow degradation of
honeydew sugars. Some bacteria species from the Lallemand
collection (http://www.lallemand.com/ ) have been identified
and tested, and the moisture level inside the treated bale is
preferably between 8 and 13%. Indeed, Paul et al. conducted
a study in 2006 [20],[21] using Lallemand Lalsil Cotton® - a lactobacteria isolate discovered after screening thousands of cell
lines that can metabolize sugars in high osmotic pressure
conditions (at a moisture content as low as one percent).

Figure 5: Overhead sprinkler and micro-sprinkler systems
developed to simulate rainfall to reduce honeydew in-field

Treatment cost was estimated to be approximately 3% of the
value of sugar-free lint. Due to the small sample size, results
were inconclusive. But no lint damage was observed. This
product does not appear to be on offer any more.
Sooty mould is believed to break down honeydew, but the
possible connection to fibre discolouration in the presence of
excessive moisture makes it an unlikely candidate.
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Yeast may be successful as bioremediation agents because
they have several characteristics, not found in most bacteria,
that would be desirable in a bioremediation agent for sticky
cotton. Yeast readily consume sugars, grow over a range
of temperature and moisture conditions, and withstand
desiccation. Yeasts are also easier culture than other fungi or
bacteria. Moreover, yeasts have already been used successfully
to reduce honeydew contamination on cereal crops. Many
indigenous yeasts, i.e. those naturally inhabiting the leaves and
stems of cotton, have been found to be able to degrade key
sugars in insect honeydew and provide a suitable source for
selecting bioremediation agent for honeydew [13]. In addition, a
CO2 flux measurement system has been developed and proved
useful in monitoring microbial activity during bioremediation [14].
JPS62223309A discloses some useful exogenous yeasts that
may be applied to honeydew-contaminated raw cotton.
Common Baker’s yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, as a relatively
safe (as compared to endotoxin-producing gram-negative
bacteria) and cheap option, has been used in a USDA-ARS
project to mitigate cotton stickiness. Unfortunately, the
authors concluded that it did not appear to be a practical
remediation practice [15].
Overspray of water may leverage natural microflora living
on the plant to decompose many honeydew sugars. Another
approach taken was to enrich the environment of the
indigenous microbes on cotton fibre by providing more optimal
conditions. It has been reported to spray contaminated
cotton bales with dilute solutions of ammonium hydroxide or
ammonium nitrate to enhance microbial breakdown of the
sugars in honeydew [10]. But this approach does not appear to
have been adopted for field reduction of honeydew. A question
remains as to how to encourage preferential growth of the
“beneficial” species as opposed to others that might cause
fibre deterioration or human health issues, i.e., how to better
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manipulate the microflora on cotton. In case of applying
additional microorganisms, picking the right microorganisms
and achieving optimal moisture requirement to support their
growth without encouraging fibre damage may be critical.
3) Enzymatic remediation
The use of enzymes that specifically break down insect
honeydew has been explored quite extensively. The most
promising enzymes for this purpose are carbohydrate
hydrolases. Some commercial or experimental proprietary
products reported in the literature include Tempanil, and
Transglucosidase L-500 [1]. In the Genecor patent (EP0622487B1),
suitable enzymes identified as useful for the method include
transglucosidases, pectinases, alpha-galactosidases and
glucoamylases which have been derived from a fungal source.

Yeast may be successful as bioremediation
agents because they have several
characteristics, not found in most bacteria,
that would be desirable in a bioremediation
agent for sticky cotton.
Commercially available enzyme preparations are marketed
under the following trademarks: TRANSGLUCOSIDASE L-1000
(Solvay Enzymes), PEAREX 5X and CLAREX-ML (Solvay
Enzymes), BEANO (AK Parma Inc.), and SUMIZYME AP-11
(Shin Nihon Chemicals Co. Ltd.).
Enzymatic remediation of seed cotton does not appear to
be limited by lack of biologically active products, but by
economical application technology and the moisture required
for effective enzyme activity. For example, in-field spraying of
enzymes before harvesting should necessarily be accompanied
by sustained irrigation of cotton fields, because these enzymes
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need water to act on their substrates. The fact that enzymes
(and most bacteria) depend on water to break down sugars
conflicts with the need to keep lint at low moisture content to
avoid reduced fibre quality. When high moisture contents are
used, the potential of moisture damage to fibre quality can
occur. Also, generalized use may not be contemplated with
the high cost price of the enzymes used by this method. The
enzyme treatment of honeydew-contaminated cotton fibre
thus holds potential, but this procedure needs further work to
be considered commercially viable.

In conclusion, when insect and crop management is
inadequate, current technical solutions for removing honeydew
and the resultant sooty mould growth from bolls in the field
are limited. Despite some success in laboratory settings or in
controlled field tests, neither natural nor managed processes
explored so far to mitigate honeydew contamination and the
resultant fibre discolouration have been reliable for industrial
scale adoption. A need exists for

4) Chemical remediation

• other technologies to remove honeydew deposits in-field, and

Based on the knowledge of chemical requirements for
honeydew decomposition, appropriate chemical remediation
may be attempted if there are means to direct the remediative
product to the target and if the appropriate conditions for
successful reaction can be accomplished without creating
disadvantage side-reaction.

• technologies to prevent or reduce honeydew retention
on bolls and to protect fibres against fungal growth on
honeydew deposits.

Some chemical additives have been used in the processing of
honeydew-contaminated raw cotton to improve its processing
performance. These are typically applied via spraying at room
temperature. It is unknown whether the surface treatment using
these or other similar chemicals, preferably bio-compatible
and biodegradable, by reducing friction and reducing
hygroscopicity, will have any utility in reducing or preventing
subsequent colonization of sooty moulds and other fungi on
honeydew-contaminated bolls and cotton fibres. In other
words, whether an in-field application is feasible.
Of course, the current regulatory climate and the general trend
of reducing the use of chemicals makes it difficult to go down
this route. And of course, it will incur additional cost for the
additives and the hardware to apply it.
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• technologies to better apply irrigation, microbial or enzyme
remediation,

3.2

Microbial Action

Microbial degradation of cotton has been identified as a
potentially significant problem for Australian cotton, which
is intensified in wet weather conditions. Cotton lint has a
naturally high sugar content just before boll opening. When
a boll opens under humid conditions and lint is exposed to
moisture, microbes begin to feed on the sugars on the surface
of the fibre and stain the lint. Insect injury to bolls also creates
an entry point for microbes to invade the damaged lint and
seed. Microscopy has revealed changes in fibre microstructure
from the microbial attack, which often results in detrimental
effects on cotton quality and subsequent processing
performance. Microbial damage to the fibre can occur after
boll opening, prior to or after harvest, and continue into
modules that are stored wet, and the microbes responsible can
be either fungi or bacteria from the soil. Some of the fungi most
commonly found on cotton that have undergone weathering
in the field before harvest or during humid storage are species
of Alternaria, Cladosporium, Fusarium, Collectotrichum, Diplodia,
Rhizopus, Aspergillus, and Penicillium. Yeasts such as Rhodotorula
aurea, actinomycetes and bacteria belonging to the order of
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Myxobacteriales have also been detected [22]. In another research
into discoloured cotton in Israel, twenty-one different species
of fungi were isolated and the most common were Aspergillus
fumigatus and Aspergillus niger [23].
Fungi play a key role in this microbiological process. While
bacteria usually require free water to grow, fungi may be the
leading agent of colour change under relatively high humidity
when the moisture conditions would not be expected to support
bacterial activity. Ideal conditions, such as a source of inoculum
and a series of rainfall events that keep bolls damp or a heavy
canopy that retains humidity can promote growth of fungi
such as Alternaria. These can proliferate within the open bolls,
contaminating the lint with hyphae and spores. It is believed
that the dark colour of the microscopic spores gives the lint a
dull or grey colour, and it is possible that the fungi also damage
the fibres. High spore deposition can result in significant fibre
colour changes, and the magnitude of the colour changes were
most likely influenced by spore type and size [24]. Under very
humid or rainy conditions, the fungi continue to multiply on the
lint creating “hard” or “grey lock” bolls.

Figure 6: Heavily damaged opening bolls
with hardlock as a result of fungal organism
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Sooty moulds are a group of well over 200 epifoliar fungal
species that grow on insect honeydew deposited on plant
surfaces and produce a thin superficial network of dense, dark
hyphae. Prevention of cotton fibre discolouration from growth
of sooty moulds therefore begins with managing the honeydew
problem and is covered in the previous section.

3.2.1

Literature Overview [22]-[32]

The term “cavitoma” was coined in the 1950s to describe cotton
damaged by micro-organisms such as cellulolytic bacteria and
fungi. All cotton contains populations of micro-organisms that
increase if the right conditions for their growth are applied.
Moisture and warmth are the chief criteria required to propel
micro-organism populations. Moisture levels in excess of 9%
are the minimum required for growth of the micro-organisms.
In one report, Dr. Stephen Allen [25] reviewed a number of test
methods developed to determine the presence of microbial
damage in cotton, including pH determination, water soluble
reducing substances, reaction with Benzedrine, alkalicentrifuge value, microscopy, and staining. Evaluations show
that a combination of high pH, low reducing substances, and
microscopic examination in sodium hydroxide appears to be
adequate to confirm the presence of microbial damage in
cotton. Later in 1997, Perkins and Brushwood [26] provided a
further review of the conditions and fibre effects associated
with micro-organisms and test methods to identify their
presence. The tests for cavitomic infection tend to be
qualitative tests based around pH indicator tests, and exposure
of the sample to UV light to view any fluorescent spots
associated with growth of some fungi. The best indicators of
microbiologically damaged cottons are low fibre strength and
low reflectance (Rd) values.
A simple test that can be used in gins to test for cavitoma
involves a spray application. The spray is an acid-base
indicator that changes colour with changes in pH. If
microbiological damage has occurred, the surface of the cotton
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fibre usually is alkaline and a characteristic pink/purple colour
develops when the cotton is sprayed. It has been suggested
that the advent of HVI (High Volume Instrument) testing which
directly and objectively measures fibre length, strength and
uniformity will, to some extent, replace the need for pH dye
tests. The results of HVI testing can be used to quantify some
of the effects of microbial activity on cotton fibres. Hence, no
routine screen on cottons for microbial damage appears to be
in place unless alerted to its likely presence e.g. as manifested
in deterioration of properties from HVI measurements.
In the CRDC-funded studies led by Dr. Allen (now retired from
Australian Cotton Research Institute) and Professor Pailthorpe
(University of New South Wales) throughout the 1990s [27],[28],
some treatments to inhibit or restrict microbial degradation to
cotton fibre were evaluated and summarized as follows:
Techniques have been developed to apply anti-microbial
substances to seed cotton prior to producing modules, and
treatment of cotton with acetic acid appears to effectively
reduce the microbial damage to the cotton during storage.
Selected commercial biocides were tested for potential
protection against microbial attack, including Dodigen 3519,
Diquat NF, Acticide 50XA, Acticide SPX, Acticide OTW and
Ca Propionate, among which Acticide SPX provided the
best protection after six week incubation on the basis of the
combination of the pH and DNS (water soluble reducing
sugars) results.
Later, further antimicrobial agents selected from commercially
available sources together with other simple and safe
chemicals were studied. It was found that 1) sodium dodecyl
sulphate (SDS) had a good ability to inhibit fungal growth,
being superior to Borax and the proprietary cationic agents,
and 2) a combination of SDS and Borax was very effective in
preventing microbial damage to cotton, even more effective
than SDS alone, indicating a synergistic effect.
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Techniques have been developed to apply
anti-microbial substances to seed cotton
prior to producing modules, and treatment of
cotton with acetic acid appears to effectively
reduce the microbial damage to the cotton
during storage.
Two biocidal additives – Borax with SDS and Sporekill (120g/L
didecyldimethyl-ammonium chloride, Nufarm Australia Limited,
http://www.nufarm.com/assets/28229/1/Sporekill50404041214.
pdf) – were added to the picker water (a water supply system
that sprays water onto moisture pads that wipe over the
spindles in the picking head and aid the picking process) under
field conditions while harvesting microbially damaged cotton.
The addition of Borax with SDS to the picker water during
harvest under field conditions reduced the number of fungal
propagules, almost twice the reduction as compared
to “Sporekill”. Weak acids have also been applied to picker
waters in order to reduce the growth of microorganisms after
a wet harvest.
A field experiment was also carried out applying acetic acid
(Farmoz Spraybuff buffing agent containing 500g/L acetic acid
and alkali salts of acetic acid) and Sporekill (see above) by air
prior to harvest. Unfortunate weather conditions rendered the
experiment unsuccessful.
Overall, it has been shown that microbial damage to cotton
can be minimized by the application of selected chemicals,
e.g. acetic acid, Acticide SPX, SDS/Borax, to the affected
seed cotton by either a spray technique or by addition to the
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picker water. However, the successful use of biocides during
harvest does not remedy the microbial damage that has
already occurred prior to harvest and there are problems and
perceptions associated with the use of aerial sprays on open
cotton bolls prior to harvest. It was believed that problems
caused by microbial damage must be addressed during the
spinning and dyeing procedures, and a wide range of dyeing
assistants were evaluated for their ability to minimize the
colour difference that develops between undamaged
and microbiologically damaged cotton in conventional
dyeing recipes.
In another piece of experimental work published in 2003 by
Hend et al. [33], opened cotton capsules were treated by spraying
them with bactericidal water solutions of benzododecinium
bromide to avoid the growth of bacteria by bacteriostatic
effect during transporation and storage and thus to prevent
the formation of endotoxin. It was noted that this bactericidal
treatment of raw cotton showed high efficiency as a potential
method of byssinosis prevention. The authors also noted that
the irradiation by gamma-rays is also efficient, but
it is not realistic in cotton growing areas of developing
countries at that time. The effects on fungi and colour were
not discussed.
Researchers at CSIRO [34],[35] have looked into the effects of
quarantine treatments on cotton properties and shown that
gamma irradiation affects the physical properties of cotton and
its subsequent processing performance, and that fumigation
with ethylene oxide resulted in a permanent change in the
colour value and subsequently the colour grade of USDA
Upland cottons. In most cases the reflectance value (Rd)
decreased while the yellowness (+b) was unaffected, which
in essence means that the fibre has become darker. Colour
change detected in the Pima cotton did not appear to be
permanent, and damage by ethylene oxide on Australian
Upland cotton appeared not to be as apparent as noted with
USDA calibration cotton.
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3.2.2

Patents

4 patent families have been identified for post-harvest
treatment of cotton modules or bales against microbial action
(please refer to Appendix 3 for summaries and filing details).
Two of them involve physical treatment, using microwave and
(vacuum) steaming, respectively. The other
two involve chemical treatment, using ozone and sodium
methyl dithiocarbamate, respectively. No recent patenting
activity was observed.
Xorella AG holds two patent families directed to vacuum
steaming and ozone treatment, both filed in the 2000s.
The company, acquired by CHTC FONG’S GROUP in 2002,
is specialized in the design and manufacturing of steam
setting and conditioning equipment for yarns and fabrics. The
commercial system CONTEXOR may be used for the vacuum
steaming treatment. However, no commercial products were
found for the ozone treatment.
The applicant for WO1987004600A1 is Bio Techniques
Laboratories, Inc. (Redmond WA), which does not seem to be
in existence any more.

3.2.3 Potential Solutions, Challenges & Technology
Gap Analysis
There is a significant body of literature on microbiology of
cotton, plant-microbe interactions, microbial deterioration
of cotton fibres in-field and post-harvest, and microbial
involvement in byssinosis. However, research into treatment of
raw cotton to prevent microbial damage following exposure to
wet weather is scarce.
According to the very limited studies in the field, intervention at
the following two stages may help to reduce microbial damage
to cotton.
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1) Harvest and post-harvest
Microbial action in wet harvest may be eliminated or inhibited
by microwave treatment, heating or by use of selected biocides.
Harvesters represent a natural platform for interventions.
Incorporating a heating function or microwave generators to
a harvester is feasible, and adding biocide to picker water has
proved to be an effective way to introduce chemical treatment.
However, the successful use of biocide or physical treatment
during harvest and storage does not remedy the microbial
damage that has already occurred prior to harvest.
An exception may be the use of ozone, as it kills spores as well
as having a bleaching effect, which may be advantageous
for discoloured cotton. Penetration may be critical. How the
ozone treatment may improve colour grade requires further
investigation.
2) In-field treatment
While fungicides are already routinely used in the field for
disease control, additional biocides may need to be applied
either proactively or following extended wet weather to inhibit
microbial growth. Shtienberg et al. [23] suggested using properly
timed fungicides but did not provide any further details.
There are, however, problems and perceptions associated with
the use of aerial sprays on open cotton bolls prior to harvest.
Selecting the right chemicals, amounts and application
techniques all require serious considerations and investigation.
Environmental impact, impact on lint colour and textile
properties, and cost are just a few among the many factors to
consider. For example, as stated in WO1987004600A1, many
efforts have been made to provide compositions and methods
for preserving high-moisture content crops such as hay and
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grain against the deleterious effects of microbial degradation.
Propionic acid has been used with some success as a hay
preservative. Propionic acid has also been combined with a
variety of adjuvants for reported synergistic effect. Indeed,
many if not all of the current commercial hay preservative
preparations rely upon propionic acid as the sole or principal
preservation-effective ingredient. Unfortunately, propionic acid
is a volatile, pungent chemical that is highly corrosive to farm
machinery and furthermore discolours cotton lint.
Treatment of textiles and fabrics made from cotton to impart
anti-microbial properties is a hot area with lots of new
technologies and products emerging [36],[37], some of which
involve environmental friendly agents (e.g. chitosan, herbal
extracts) and methodologies (e.g. plasma treatment) and
allow room temperature application via spraying. Whether
it is possible at all to advance some of these technologies into
cotton field remains an interesting question for
further investigation.
In conclusion, the problem of microbial damage in rainaffected cotton can largely be minimised by the careful
monitoring of moisture contents, and the best approach
may be targeted at the root cause, i.e. moisture (see the next
section). Remediation options, based on existing technologies,
are extremely limited. Heat treatment can only be implemented
at harvest and post-harvest, and may be performed for both
drying and sterilization purposes. A couple of chemicals have
proved effective when added to picker water or applied to
modules/bales. In-field treatment to prevent microbial growth
on open bolls is lacking.
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3.3 Moisture
Cotton fibres are highly hygroscopic in nature. The level of
moisture in seed cotton at harvest through to the level in baled
lint can have significant effects on the quality of fibre. Excessive
moisture results in grade losses, fibre deterioration, and
decreased machine performance, while low moisture can cause
fibre breakage and results in operating difficulties. Control of
moisture during harvesting, storage and ginning operations is
critical to maintaining fibre and cottonseed quality.
While the initial decrease in reflectance and increase in
yellowness may be purely a physical effect of high moisture
“dulling” the lint independent of microbial effects, the colour
degradation over time seen in moist or wet seed cotton in
modules is caused by microbes whose activity is increased
by moisture and warmth. Higher moisture levels are often
directly linked to lower colour grades due to yellowing or
spotting associated with fungal contamination. Some colour
degradation occurs in seed cotton stored at a moisture

level above 11%. At high moisture levels, bacterial action
causes temperature increases within 48 hours that result
in discolouration. Moisture content levels above 13% cause
yellowness to increase sharply, especially when the storage
period exceeds 45 days. Although moisture content is not
the only determinant of colour, it is clear that high moisture
content can have an additional negative impact on fibre
quality including colour.

Higher moisture levels are often directly
linked to lower colour grades due to
yellowing or spotting associated with
fungal contamination.

Figure 7: Impact of rain/field weathering
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3.3.1

Literature Overview [38]-[44]

It has long been recognized that excessive moisture can have
a detrimental impact on grade, ginning efficiency, turnout and
realised discount (i.e. lower prices paid to growers). Literature
on moisture measurement and management at harvest, during
storage and at the gin are abundant and provide good insights
to the problems faced by the industry. Technologies have been
developed to allow for cotton moisture monitoring and control
in the field, during harvest, seed cotton in storage, the ginning
process and into the textile mill and quality testing laboratories.
The methods for measuring moisture in cotton lint can be
classified into six groups based on the aspect of the cotton
and water relationship being measured; but also on the type
of cotton material being submitted for testing, e.g. compacted
or loose seed cotton, loose lint moved by air in ducting or
compressed baled lint. The methods include those based on:
• thermal drying (gravimetric),
• chemical reaction analysis,
• spectroscopy,
• electrical or dielectric properties of water,
• compression and resiliency properties of cotton lint, and
• prediction modelling of moisture based on temperature
and RH isotherms.
Some other approaches have also been reviewed and explored,
e.g. ionizing radiation spectrometry [38], but so far none has
made it to industry use.

used widely to measure moisture in seed cotton or lint samples
pre- in-situ, and post-gin, as are microwave and radio-wave
transmission sensors, which respond to the much larger
(relative to dry cotton and empty space) dielectric of water in
denser seed cotton and lint samples.
Relevant to the present problem of colour degradation
following extended rainfall and high humidity, focus is placed
around technologies that enable moisture measurement
and control in seed cotton in the field, at harvest, and during
module storage. Moisture management at the gin and postginning for bales are not included in this review.
Indeed, technical solutions or on-farm practices may benefit
from closely monitoring moisture level in the field prior to
harvest and accurately assessing moisture while harvesting.
In the field, the moisture content of seed cotton can be
recognized by rules of thumb or assessed by techniques. Use
of a well-calibrated moisture meter is essential for monitoring
cotton moisture if picking is to occur at high moisture levels.
Monitoring moisture in seed cotton prior to harvest is typically
done using a hand-held resistance type moisture meter. Some
commercially available portable/hand-held resistance-based
moisture meters for in-situ measurement of cotton moisture in
the field are listed in Table 1.

Standard and routine methods for measuring seed cotton
moisture largely rely on thermal drying and the measurement
of electrical or dielectric properties. Resistance meters are
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Table 1: Commercial hand-held resistance-based moisture meters
Model

Manufacturer

Application

Features

Delmhorst Meters
C-2000

Delmhorst Instrument Co.
(Towaco, NJ, USA)

Loose and densely
packed lint and
seed cotton

• Delmhorst model found to
be the best in a paper presented
by USDA on 3 meters
(Delmhorst, Aqua-Boy and
Strandberg models)

http://www.delmhorst.com/
Moisture-Meters/Agriculture/
Cotton/C-2000

• Sold and recommended by
Samuel Jackson

http://www.delmhorst.com/
Documents/PDFs/OwnersManuals/C-2000-manual-CE--final--01-13.pdf

• Portable handheld with range of
probes for different materials

http://info.delmhorst.com/
blog/?Tag=cotton
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Strandberg
Meters
M-200C Analog
M-400 Digital

Strandberg Engineering
Laboratories, Inc.

Aqua-Boy
Meters
BAF1

Enercorp Instruments, Ltd., &
KPM Moisture Meters

Granberry
WR7500

Cliff Granberry Corporation
http://www.cliffgranberrycorp.
com/

Loose lint and
seed cotton

• Accuracy within 0.5% and 1%
moisture

Panomex
PX-172

Panomex Inc. (New Delhi, India)
http://www.panomex.com/
moisture-meters/cottonmoisture-meter.html

Loose lint and
seed cotton

• Accuracy within (0.5% + 0.1)

http://www.strandberg.com/

http://www.aquaboy.com/
Cotton_Moisture_Meters.html

Loose and densely
packed lint and
seed cotton

• Strandberg offers moisture
calibration services for ISO-9000
certification.
• The M-400 has one simple
calibration setting to convert from
the standard cotton scaling to
other fibres, blends and materials.

Loose and densely
packed lint and
seed cotton
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It is essential to consider the effects of atmospheric conditions,
particularly relative humidity, when harvesting seed cotton.
According to literature, moisture in modules is typically viewed
in two ways: as being too high due to dew or rainfall events, or
as being acceptable for storage and later ginning. Seed cotton
moisture above 12% is viewed as the cut-off, above which
cotton is too wet to harvest.
Extension of moisture measurement technology to the
harvesting and moduling operations would reduce fibre and
cottonseed degradation during storage prior to ginning. When
used in conjunction with harvesting, moisture measurements
aid the farmer in understanding risk factors in terms of the
potential for quality degradation due to harvesting at high
moisture contents compared to the potential impact of delayed
harvesting. Knowledge of moisture during moduling is useful in
guiding continued harvesting as well as informing the farmers
as to potential damage during storage due to high moisture.
Again, risk assessment can be used to influence the storage
time before ginning.
Sensors for monitoring moisture on-line during harvest from
pickers have been investigated. Anthony and Byler [45] applied
resistance-based meters in a spindle picker, using a paddle
sampler to obtain specimens for testing, and the tamper of a
module builder. The authors declared the potential for these
sensors to be used by industry in 1999. However, since this
time there have been no further reports on its application
into industry. Ag Leader Technology in the USA, advertised
a radio-frequency moisture sensor as part of their “PFAdvantage” tool on pickers and harvesters although no
information on the sensor or its accuracy and precision is
noted in marketing publications.
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Recently there have been new developments to equip cotton
harvesters with moisture sensors, such as the Vomax Model
760 Cotton Picker Mounted Moisture Meter (http://www.vomax.
com.au/sg_userfiles/130321_VOMAX_760_Brochure_05_web.
pdf ; Vomax Instrumentation Pty. Ltd., SA, Australia) to enable
producers to monitor the moisture of seed cotton during the
harvest. Seed cotton may be measured on the harvester by
microwave sensors in real-time during harvesting.

Figure 8: Vomax Model 760 Moisture Meter mounted on a cotton picker

Harvested cotton is compacted into modules for storage
and transport to gins. Moisture is also important from the
perspective of seed cotton storage in modules. The effect of
module moisture on fibre quality has been an important area
of research and management, particularly in the USA by the
USDA ARS. Studies have been conducted on the moisture
content, length of storage, amount of high-moisture foreign
matter, variation in moisture content throughout the stored
mass, initial temperature of the seed cotton, temperature of
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the seed cotton during storage, weather factors during storage
(temperature, relative humidity, rainfall), and protection of
seed cotton from rain and wet ground. Modules of seed cotton
with moisture contents in excess of 12% prompt immediate
action from growers and/or ginners because of the potential
damage that can be created by the action of microbes on the
cotton cellulose.

In addition to the hand-held resistance-type moisture meters,
microwave-based moisture sensors may be used on cotton
modules. Some commercially available microwave systems
are listed below in Table 2. In particular, the VOMAX sensor is
used by a number of gins in Australia and the USA to monitor
module moisture into the gin.

Table 2: Commercial microwave-based moisture meters for cotton modules
Model

Manufacturer

Application

Advantage/Disadvantage

VOMAX 851M

VOMAX Instrumentation Pty Ltd
(SA, Australia)

Module

• Scanning-type sensor that takes
thousands of measurements and
then displays the average of
those readings. Precision claimed
to be better than 0.25% (lint) and
0.5% (seed cotton)

http://www.vomax.com.au/sg_
userfiles/130321_Vomax_851M_
Brochure_02_web.pdf

• Recommended and sold by
Samuel Jackson Inc. http://www.
samjackson.com/texmax-formodules

‘Liquidtroller’
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Advanced Moisture
Technologies (AMT)

Module and bale

• Part of a gin control unit uses
low frequency microwaves
to measure propagation
(transmission) delay for
microwaves to travel through
bale and moisture contained
therein. Available as single unit
or as sensor in automated gincontrol system.
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In contrast to the progress on moisture measurement along
the production chain and the well-established moisture
management practices and systems at the gin, currently
the only way to deal with excessive rainfall prior to harvest
seems to be to either delay harvest to allow crops to dry out
or to expedite ginning for the wet harvest [46]. Technology and
research on moisture control in-field or at harvest is lacking.
In a study published in 1980 [47], propionic-acetic acid mixture
was used as a liquid chemical preservative for storing damp
seed cotton before ginning. While most of the cotton was
salvaged and the quality of the salvaged cotton compared
favourably with the control, colour was adversely affected.

3.3.2 Patents
8 patent families have been identified that are directed to
moisture sensors useful for raw/seed cotton, all based on
electric methods (please refer to Appendix 4 for summaries
and filing details). Patents for moisture sensing and control in
a gin or textile mill or a laboratory setting were not included
in the search.
MALCAM holds 3 patent families on microwave-based moisture
measurement methods and devices, for use on modules/
continuous bulk flow, modules/bales, and as a portable device
for small samples, respectively. The company specializes in
volumetric moisture & density measurement systems based on
microwave tomography and offers commercially available online and off-line moisture measurement systems for cotton.

The 2 SIPCO Pty Ltd patent families listed in Appendix 4 are
embodied in the commercially available VOMAX systems.
Agricultural machinery manufacturer John Deere’s patent
application US20140060348A1 discloses the arrangement of
a moisture sensor coupled to the harvester, in particular to at
least one of the accumulator, the feeder and the round module
builder, so that moisture level of cotton may be monitored as
it is being harvested and packed into a round module. The
moisture sensor may be a resistance sensor, a capacitance
sensor or other type of sensor. The measurements may be
associated with a location in a field and with a module
identification number. A signal may be generated when the
measurement exceeds a moisture level set point.
On moisture management, the following two patent families
have been identified (please refer to Appendix 5 for summaries
and filing details). Patents for moisture management in a gin or
textile mill were not included in the search.
US8356389B2, issued to Ronnie J. Nimmo, discloses
embodiments of drying cotton at harvest in a simple,
inexpensive manner. One concept is to use the exhaust from
the newest, non-polluting, diesel engines (Tier 3 and Tier 4) to
dry cotton as it is being harvested by directly contacting the
crop with the hot exhaust gas, or use a heat exchanger for
earlier models. Another concept is to use heat from the exterior
of the engine for drying by providing a shroud on the outside
of the engine and/or on the outside of the engine radiator
and drawing atmospheric air through the shroud. This heated
air, either alone or in combination with the diesel exhaust,

8 patent families have been identified that are
directed to moisture sensors useful for raw/
seed cotton, all based on electric methods.
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may be used on a harvester. Alternatively or in addition,
an electromagnetic wave energy drying device (such as a
microwave generator or radiofrequency generator) may be
incorporated to the harvester.
US5188224A is directed to treatment of cotton fibres with a
specific amount of polyorganosiloxane of a specific structure,
to reduce its hygroscopicity or changes in moisture regain when
subjected to varying environmental conditions. The method
was developed for cotton bales to address microbial damage
and discolouration during storage and transportation, among
other problems. The polyorganosiloxane may be applied in its
neat form or in the form of a solution or emulsion, optionally
with the additional use of a surfactant, by any suitable method
such as spraying or immersion. The treatment was also
tested on honeydew-contaminated cotton. The patent owner,
Takemoto Oil & Fat Co Ltd, is a manufacturer of a broad range
of specialty chemicals, including spin finishes, lubricants and
polymer modifiers. No commercial product was found for this
patented technology.

3.3.3 Potential Solutions, Challenges & Technology
Gap Analysis
There are challenges associated with measuring and managing
moisture at each stage of the process from harvest through
to bale. As the flow-on effects of high moisture on fibres are
seen first-hand past the farm gate, best practices at the gin
has been established and continue to improve. However,
when experiencing extended rainy and wet conditions prior to
harvest, growers are in need of technologies to protect
the crop or to minimize the impact of excessive moisture on
cotton fibres.
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1) Moisture measurement in field and at harvest
The hand-held resistance-based moisture meter is a simple
and inexpensive tool that allows close monitoring of moisture
level in the field. However, sampling and testing this way is
problematic because of compromises in sample selection and
preparation of the specimen for testing. No specimen selection
standards exist and as such the test results from these analyses
are notoriously variable. Personnel using hand-held meters are
advised by the instrument manufacturers to use the average of
2 to 3 tests, each time using a newly picked specimen.
Harvesters with on-board moisture meters are proving to be
very accurate and will assist with the decision of when to start
and cease picking. But there has not been widespread uptake,
probably due to cost consideration.
The development and application of more accurate and costeffective moisture sensing technologies would enable better
moisture monitoring and improved fibre quality to be delivered.
2) Drying at harvest
A method of drying cotton at harvest is disclosed in
US8356389B2, by taking advantage of the heat from the
exhaust and/or engine or incorporating a heating device,
may help to reduce moisture levels in a wet harvest. It is
stated that drying cotton as it is being harvested minimizes
the absorption of water into the body of the crop and makes
thermal drying more effective. However, it is not clear whether
such a treatment would help recover any grade loss from high
moisture levels.
Temperature should be carefully controlled to avoid irreversible
damage to fibres, and moisture level monitored to avoid over
drying. Overheating and overdrying are both known to cause
discolouration and a reduction in fibre quality [48].
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3) Protection of open boll in the field
The Takemoto patent US5188224A may inspire attempts at
potential field applications of some form of protection against
wet weather.
In the patented method, a specific amount of
polyorganosiloxane of a specific structure is adhesively
attached to the seed cotton or to the lint, during ginning, via
spray or immersion, to reduce its hygroscopicity, in order to
address microbial damage and discolouration during storage
and transportation, among other problems. The treatment was
also tested on honeydew-contaminated cotton.
In the textile industries, silicones are used in all stages of the
process, on the fibre during production, on the fabric and/
or directly on the finished goods. Silicones are applied from
different delivery systems to provide various benefits like
lubrication, softening, foam control or hydrophobic coatings
[49],[50]
. Polysiloxanes have found increasing acceptance in the
textile industry as water repellents because of their useful
properties, such as good hydrophobicity, breathability, and
high thermal stability [51]. Indeed, literature on water repellent/
hydrophobization finishes and coatings for cotton is abundant,
some of which involve environmental friendly agents and
methodologies (e.g. plasma technology) and allow for room
temperature processing. Whether it is possible at all to
borrow some of these technologies to apply in the cotton field
remains an interesting question for further investigation. Of
course, selecting the right chemicals, amounts and application
techniques all require serious considerations and investigation.
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Environmental impact, impact on lint colour and textile
properties, and cost are just a few among the many factors
to consider.
In conclusion, while there has been significant progress in
moisture management along the production chain, in field
options to prevent or mitigate the detrimental effects of
excessive moisture on open bolls is lacking. Heat treatment
may be performed during or immediately after harvest for
both drying and sterilization purposes. However, there is no
evidence that grade loss in a wet harvest may be recovered at
all. Field application of silicone-based agents to impart “water
repellency” to exposed cotton fibres may be of potential future
research interest.

In the textile industries, silicones are used in
all stages of the process, on the fibre during
production, on the fabric and/or directly on
the finished goods.
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4.0 Other
approaches
While plant and seed breeding is out of the scope of this
investigation, some patents on genetic engineering to impart
defensive mechanism or resistance against fungal degradation
and insect infestation (in particular those honeydew-producing
insects) have been sampled for future consideration (please
refer to Appendix 6 for summaries and filing details). In this
regard, chitin may be one of the most exploited targets and
both chitin-degrading enzymes and chitin-binding proteins
have been exploited.
Particularly because of their defensive role in plants, numerous
chitinase genes and proteins have been characterized in
diverse plant species. Chitinases are among a group of genes
that are inducible in plants by pathogen attack, corresponding
to the frequent occurrence of chitin in fungal cell walls and
insect exoskeletons. In their defensive role, chitinases catalyze
the hydrolysis of chitin. Chitin hydrolysis defends the plant
against predators or pathogens, particularly invading fungi,
by weakening or dissolving their body structure. Especially in
combination with β-1,3-glucanases that serve to uncoat the
chitin microfibrils, chitinases can inhibit the growth of many
fungi by causing hyphal tip lysis due to a weakened hyphal wall.
This has been shown by inhibition of fungal growth in cultures
as well as in transgenic plants that exhibit reduced pathogen
damage in correlation with increased chitinase activity. Gene
expression or activity of chitinases with a probable defensive
function have previously been characterized in cotton leaves
and roots.
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Chitin-binding proteins (lectins) are present in a wide range of
plant species, including both monocots and dicots, even though
these plants contain no chitin. They are believed to be defencerelated, and many exhibit insecticidal and/or anti-fungal
activities. In purified form, barley, nettle, and hevein lectins
have shown insecticidal and fungicidal activity against certain
species of pests which are known to attack cotton (for example,

Particularly because of their defensive
role in plants, numerous chitinase genes and
proteins have been characterized in diverse
plant species.
Heliothis and Fusarium). Various methods are available to utilize
lectins to control pests, but all require providing these proteins
sufficiently pure and in sufficient quantity to effect control of
the target insect or pathogen. Even when available in sufficient
purity or quantity, they must be applied to the crop in such a
way so as to effectively reach the target species. Furthermore,
because they are proteins, if topically applied to crops they are
subject to light and protease inactivation
before they can exert their controlling effect. Hence, lectins
have not been available for use in controlling many serious
pests of cotton, even though they might be effective were they
available in pure enough and high enough concentrations.
Such limitations can be overcome by taking advantage of
genetic engineering.
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Another approach has been to harvest uncontaminated cotton
in closed boll forms from the field before it opens and suffers
weather effects [52]. The bolls are then dried, conditioned
and artificially opened. In this connection, two patents are
identified, relating to separating closed bolls by maturity,
and improving the colour grade, respectively (please refer to
Appendix 6 for summaries and filing details).
There are also “storm-proof” varieties that produce tighter,
more protective, bolls and offer tolerance to unfavourable
weather prior to harvest, as represented by e.g. “Rowden”,
“Lankart”, “Paymaster”, and “Tamcot”, grown in the Plains area
of Texas and Oklahoma [53]. Development of newer varieties
with good storm-proof traits continues to appear on breeders’
agenda [54].
Lastly but not least importantly, thermal defoliation, as
an alternative to chemical defoliation, has been explored
extensively in the US since 2001 [55]. New commercial units
have been developed and fielded.
The advantages of using heat to prepare cotton for
harvest include:
• No fibre damage – bale value and yarn quality are the same
with thermal defoliation as they are with conventional
chemical defoliation.

• Equivalent material costs – propane and defoliant chemicals
have long cost approximately the same per acre as both rise
and fall with crude oil prices.
• Heat treated cotton is ready to pick in two days or less – producers can improve harvest equipment utilization as well as
bring in their crop in advance of a storm.
• Weather independent – treatment is possible on a windy day,
before a rain, or when nights are cold. And treatment is independent of flight restrictions.
• Once is enough – Even Pima cotton is ready for harvest after
just one treatment.
• Thermal defoliation is environmentally sound – there is no
chemical drift to contaminate dwelling places, waterways,
wildlife habitat, or nearby crops.
• Kills bugs dead – 24 hours after thermal defoliation late
season sucking insects are completely gone, killed outright or
starved off, for “no sticky cotton”.
It appear that thermal defoliation, not only facilitates organic
cotton production, but by giving growers greater control over
harvest timing when threatened by inclement weather and
effective protection of the crop from honeydew deposits, may
prove helpful to reduce cotton fibre discolouration risk.

Figure 9: Commercial thermal defoliator completed late 2007
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5.0 Portfolio
scanning
5.1 Directly Relevant Xinova Assets
Xinova has reviewed its existing patent assets to identify if
any has application to cotton discolouration. The following of
Xinova’s Requests for Invention (RFIs) and assets are considered
as relevant:
1) Xinova’s partner Eden Research plc, based in UK, is an AIM
listed public company with IP and expertise in encapsulation,
terpenes and environmentally friendly technologies, with a
primary focus being the innovative use of terpenes to create
an exciting array of low-risk agricultural chemicals.
Eden’s products take advantage of the biocidal efficacy of
naturally occurring chemicals produced by plant defence
mechanisms and, in particular, the antimicrobial properties
of terpenes. Terpenes are naturally occurring, low-toxicity
botanical substance produced by most plants as part of their
defence mechanism. Eden’s patented encapsulation technology
further allows terpenes to be applied using conventional
agricultural spraying equipment. When delivered to the target
side, free terpenes in the spray mixture produce an immediate
biocidal effect, and the payload in the carrier particles continue
to diffuse on contact with moisture from rainfall, dew or mist,
maintaining an antimicrobial effect over a period of several
days under moist conditions that would otherwise be conducive
to fungal or bacterial growth.
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Trial data using Eden’s encapsulated terpene products on
whitefly (http://www.edenresearch.com/html/products/trialdata/whitefly.asp) and fungi/powdery mildew (http://www.
edenresearch.com/html/products/mildews.asp) in food crops
are encouraging. Eden is also looking at various opportunities
for the products to be used within the post-harvest markets
specifically for fruit and vegetable storage to reduce soft rots.
2) RFI-100114 Environmentally-Friendly Wood Preservatives.
Xinova has a portfolio of innovative, environmentally benign,
wood preservatives, ranging from unnatural sugar, peptides
to polymers. There are features and requirements of wood
preservatives that are also sought for cotton: biocidal activity
against microorganism such as fungi and insects, and
resistance to water damage. While the treatment process
would be significantly different, those that allow spray
application at room temperature might have potential. Further
work is needed to understand their impact on the subsequent
processing, e.g. whether they can be easily removed or
degraded, in order to evaluate the applicability in cotton. Some
examples are given below:
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Table 3: Xinova wood preservative assets
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Xinova Asset Ref.

Title

Summary

SG-810238

Unnatural sugar capping of wood
for preservation

In this invention, unnatural forms of bulky
saccharides are chosen to be modified and
covalently attached to the hydroxyl surface of
wood. These specific bulky saccharides make it
difficult for microorganisms to digest the sugar
therefore improving wood preservation and
minimize degradation. The bulky saccharide can
also change the volume of the wood which helps
to minimize moisture content in the wood.

US-811061

Polymerizable organo-boron alkyd resin
wood preservatives

In this invention, alkyd-boron wood preservatives
based on all-natural drying oils are impregnated
into the wood via processing under pressure. The
wood preservative is allowed to penetrate and
uniformly coat the surface of the wood and is
allowed to react and polymerize. The polymerization
serves to prevent leeching of the alkyd-boron
preservative. The alkyl units help to prevent
moisture from accumulating in the wood structure
while the organo-boron helps with fungus and
micro-organism from forming on the wood.

US-812154

Conversion of hydroxyls to nonproteingenic amino acids, nondegradable peptides, and/or peptides
with functionality for wood preservation

In this invention, the surface hydroxyl groups in
wood are converted to non-proteinogenic amino
acids, non-degradable peptides, or amino acid/
peptides where the unnatural amino aicd, unnatural
peptide, or natural peptide has chemical, physical
and/or biological activity to protect and preserve
wood. The amino acid can be any one of the
D-enantiomers of the 22 proteinogenic amino acids.
The amino acids and peptides are environmentally
safe and non-toxic compared to other wood
preservation methods.
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3) RFI-140117 Dags Prevention and Management

4) RFI-090176 Water Use Reduction in the Dye and Ink Process

Xinova has a portfolio of innovative approaches to prevention
of dags formation in cattle. In particular, hydrophobic coating
applied via a spray is considered a promising solution, and
several non-toxic/biocompatible/biodegradable chemical
formulations are being tested in lab and on live animals.
Further work is needed to understand their impact on the
subsequent processing, e.g. whether they can be easily
removed or degraded, in order to evaluate the applicability
in cotton.

Xinova has a portfolio of innovative approaches to bleaching
and applying dyes to cotton and natural fibres in an ecofriendly way. Though not aimed to prevent or solve the problem
of discolouration, some might be able to compensate for
inferior initial colour grade to achieve acceptable dyeing
performance.
Over the years, Xinova has also built a significant portfolio
around biocides, hydrophobic and anti-fouling coating
technologies. No suitable technologies with immediate
application in cotton emerged from this review, though.

Table 4: Xinova dags prevention assets
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Xinova Asset Ref.

Title

Chemicals

US-925403

Low surface energy, non-sticking
coating for dag prevention

metallic stearates

AU-925433

Dag prevention using reactive siloxane
based hydrophobic and water repellents

reactive siloxane

AU-925437
(in process)

Dag prevention by using modified
reactive surfactants

reactive surfactants

US-925506
(in process)

Silicone dag prevention methods

silicone
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5.2 Xinova assets – Cotton-related
(out of scope)

2) Xinova Asset Ref: IN-815373 Boric acid coated silver
nanofabricated nano-fertilizers

In addition, Xinova is also in the process of developing and
promoting the following technologies that may be attractive to
cotton industry for future collaborative work.

The invention is a novel water soluble boric acid nanoparticle
complex that can be delivered through foliar application
and a method to fertilize plants and crops by using the boric
acid nanoparticles. The boron nanoparticles can be easily
transported through the plant cell’s plasma membrane and
delivered more efficiently to the plant, without the need for any
additional energy, thereby improving yields and related plant
growth parameters, with no phytoxicity. Field trials on different
crops including rice, potato, bell peppers, chillies, ladies finger,
pomegranate etc. have shown consistent yield improvements
across the board (data available).

1) Xinova Asset Ref: IN-859558. Maturation & fineness
development of raw/waste cotton by sequential enzymatic
treatment
Disclosed are methods and compositions that utilize industrial
enzymes and nanomaterials to treat and convert waste raw
and coarse grade cotton to reusable fine grade cotton.
Waste and used raw and coarse grade cotton is recycled
and reused by treating with enzymes and nanomaterials to
produce higher quality fine grade cotton. Waste cotton is first
washed with distilled water several times, followed by drying
at room temperature and then autoclaved. The autoclaved
cotton is then treated with industrial pectate lyase, followed by
cellulase, and lastly with laccase. Pectate lyase and cellulase
are responsible for degumming and desizing (softening) of the
cotton fibres improving its fineness while laccase bleaches the
cotton. The cotton may also be treated sequentially with other
nanoparticle supplemented enzymes. The waste, hard, coarse
cotton is transformed into re-usable, soft and light cotton.

Figure 11: Proposed mechanism for IN-815373

Figure 10: Test results for IN-859558
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Appendix 1
Patents – Honeydew/stickiness measurement

No. 1

No. 2

Publication No.
US5646405A

Inventor(s)
Nevel Avishai
Gordon Jr
Kendall W

Priority Date
1995-11-29

Publication No.
US5700961A

Inventor(s)
Anthony
William S
Byler
Richard K

Priority
Date
1996-06-19

Title
Method of
Detecting
Contaminants in
Cotton Fibres

Assignee/
Applicant
Lawson
Hemphill

Countries of
filing
US

Title
System and Method for
Measuring Stickiness of
Materials Such as Cotton

Assignee/
Applicant
USDA

Countries
of filing
US

Abstract
A method of determining the presence of contaminants
in cotton fibres, including the steps of heating the cotton
fibres, and analyzing infrared emanations from the heated
cotton to determine areas within the cotton with noncotton infrared signatures as indicative of contaminants in
the cotton.
Highlights
• Based on characteristic infrared emanation wavelengths
of the contaminants such as honeydew as compared to
that of the cotton itself
• Allows automated, non-contact, machine-vision testing of
raw cotton fibres

Abstract
A system and method for measuring the stickiness of
agricultural solids such as cotton is provided. A reference
moisture level of a sample is measured in a manner not
responsive to the presence of sugars. The sugar-based
moisture content of the sample is measured by sensors
responsive to the presence of sugars. The difference
between the reference moisture level and the sugarbased moisture content provides a measure of the relative
stickiness of the sample.
Highlights
• Based on the differential between the reference moisture
level measured by a resistance moisture sensor or a
capacitance sensor and that of the sugar-based moisture
content as measured by an infrared sensor
• Suitable for continuous on-line measurements as well as
portable configurations
• Easily adaptable for use in the field, during harvest and at
any processing stage
• “Stanley Anthony” method
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No. 3

No. 4

Publication No.
US6520007B2

Inventor(s)
Eric Francois
Hequet
Noure
Ddine Abidi

Priority Date
2001-01-04

Publication No.
WO2008026881A1

Inventor(s)
Lee Myung Hak
Yang Joong Sik
Jin Sung Ryong
Park Heung Su
Kim Min

Priority Date
2006-08-30

Title
Cotton
Stickiness
Evaluation
by Means
of MultiTemperature
Testing

Assignee/
Applicant
Texas Tech
University

Countries of
filing
US

Title
Evaluation Method
of Cotton Stickines
Using Colour
Reaction and
Image Analysis

Assignee/
Applicant
Korea Textile
Inspection &
Testing Institute

Countries of
filing
PCT, KR

Abstract
The stickiness of cotton is determined by testing a cotton
sample at two or more temperatures. Sticky deposits are
recorded at a lower temperature, preferably 27° C. or 34°
C., to detect the trehalulose-rich honeydews droplets. Then,
the sample is subjected to a higher temperature, preferably 54° C., to detect the non trehalulose-rich honeydew
droplets and physiological sugars. By comparing the results
at these two temperatures, an accurate grading system
for cotton may be produced which can help growers and
spinners accurately identify different types of cotton and
determine processing problems.

Abstract
The present invention relates to a method for detecting
honeydew as a cause of stickiness in raw cotton during its
process of spinning and evaluating the degree of stickiness of
cotton caused thereby. A method for evaluating stickiness in
raw cotton caused by honeydew, which comprises the steps
of: preparing a sample web after removing impurities from
a raw cotton; determining a reagent which may react with a
sugar component of honeydew; preparing a colour reaction
paper which contains the reagent; and developing colour
spots on the colour reaction paper by applying pressure and
transferring the honeydew on the sample web to the colour
reaction paper.
Highlights

Highlights

• Chemical test in a test paper format

• By testing at two or more temperatures, the type of
contamination (physiological sugars vs. entomological
sugars) and different grades of cotton can be accurately
distinguished to allow better management

• Colour reaction may be scanned and analysed
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No. 5

No. 6

Publication No.
EP0746766B1

Inventor(s)
Mor Uzi

Priority
Date
1994-02-22

Publication No.
US5636546A

Inventor(s)
Frydrych
Richard

Priority Date
1992-05-20

Title
A System and Method
for Detection of Cotton
Stickiness and Neps
and Other Lint Qualities
Iin Real Time and
Removal of Sticky
Depostis from Processed
Cotton in the Gin

Assignee/
Applicant
Mor Uzi
Benedum
Ulrich Max

Countries
of filing
AU, DE,
EP, IL, US,
PCT

Title
Method and
Installation
for Evaluating
the Sticking
Character of
Fibrous Plant
Materials Such
as Cottons

Assignee/
Applicant
CIRAD

Countries of
filing
AT, AU, CA, CN,
DE, EP, FR, JP,
US, PCT

Abstract
A system for detection of stickiness, neps, seed coat
fragments (S.C.F.) and other fibre qualities comprising (i)
an autocleaning microcarding device (7-12); (ii) a quality
video camera (18) for detection of the number and size of
neps, S.C.F. and foreign materials per square unit space
and of other qualities of the web (13); (iii) sticky rollers (19)
between which the web is pressed; (iv) a vacuum system
(33) pulling said cotton web after pressing; (v) at least
one computerized stickiness detector (30); (vi) means for
cleaning the rollers from the sticky lint; (vii) and a computer
(32) for processing the obtained data.
Highlights

Abstract
A sample of fibrous material prepared so that is has a
large surface area relative to its weight. The sample is
placed on a metal plate and then heated under pressure
and successively cooled under pressure. A brush or
sweeper then removes substantially all of the fibres left in
the sample. If necessary, the sample is dried. The sample
now consists of spots on the metal plate. An automatic
counting system is used to count the number of spots to
determine the sticky characteristic of the fibrous material.
Highlights
• High Speed Stickiness Detector (H2SD)

• Fibre Contamination Tester (FCT)
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No. 7
Publication No.
EP0852335B1

Title
Method and
Apparatus for
Determining
the Tacking
Tendency of
Cotton

No. 8
Inventor(s)
Artzt Peter
Dr-Ing
Azarschab Mehdi
Dr
Schmid Hans-Peter

Priority Date
1996-12-07

Assignee/Applicant
Deutsche Instutute
Fuer Textil –
Und Faserforschung

Countries of
filing
DE, EP, US

Abstract
The invention relates to a process and to a device for
the determination of the adhesion tendency of cotton by
using cotton samples, whereby the sample taken from the
material to be tested is opened down to the individual fibre
as in the spinning process, and the fibres thus obtained
are deposited on a testing surface under the influence
of a certain centrifugal force in the form of a fibre ring.
Following complete feeding of the sample, the deposited
fibre ring is removed and the quantity of the fibres
remaining caught on the testing surface is counted.
Highlights
• Quickspin Test

Publication No.
JPS6350753A

Inventor(s)
Tanaka Minoru

Priority Date
1986-08-20

Title
Estimation Of
Honey Dew
Content In Raw
Cotton

Assignee/
Applicant
Tanaka
Tekkosho Kk

Countries of
filing
JP

Abstract
PURPOSE: To estimate the honey dew content adhered
to raw cotton easily with good accuracy, by dripping the
eluent added to raw cotton containing glucose eluted
therefrom on test paper impregnated with glucose oxidase,
hydrogen peroxide splitting enzyme and orthotolidine to
estimate the honey dew content by the colour reaction
thereof. CONSTITUTION: Test paper impregnated with
glucose oxidase, hydrogen peroxide slitting enzyme and
orthotolidine is prepared and the eluent used in the elution
of honey dew is dripped on the test paper to detect the
amount of glucose by the colour reaction of the test paper
and, as a result, the content of honey dew adhered to raw
cotton is estimated. That is, the colour of the test paper
changes to yellow (little) → yellowish green (medium) →
greenish blue (much on the basis of the content of glucose
in the eluent dripped on the test paper. By this method,
without receiving local restriction, the honey dew content
of the raw cotton can be inexpensively and easily estimated at any place.
Highlights
• Enzymatic test
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Appendix 2
Patents – Honey/stickiness treatment

No. 1
Publication No.
JPH0791781B2

Title
Treatment Of
Raw Cotton

No. 2
Inventor(s)
Goto
Tokuki|Onishi
Masami|Obata
Keisuke

Assignee/
Applicant
Nihon Metal
Gasket

Priority Date
1985-08-15

Countries of
filing
JP

Abstract
PURPOSE: To remove sticky substance attached to raw
cotton and improve the spinnability of raw cotton, by
immersing the raw cotton in an aqueous solution of three
specific kinds of compounds. CONSTITUTION: Raw cotton
contaminated with sticky substance such as the secrete
of insect is immersed in an aqueous solution containing
(A) the compound of formula I (R is alkyl or alkylphenyl; n
is integer of 3-15), (B) the compound of formula II-IV (R is
alkyl; M is potassium or sodium) and (C) the compound of
formula V (R is alkyl) or its adduct with polyoxyethylene, at
20-40°C for 1-15min. The concentrations of the compounds,
A, B and C in the solution are preferably 0.02-0.1wt%, 0.10.5wt% and 0.05-0.5wt%, respectively.

Publication No.
US4796334A

Inventor(s)
Yecheskel Herzel
Alon Gad
Beck Eliezer

Priority Date
1985-02-28

Title
Treatment of
Cotton

Assignee/
Applicant
Shenkar College
of Textile
Technology

Countries of
filing
DE, EP, IL, JP,
RU, US

Abstract
The invention relates to a process for rendering harmless
sticky material adhering to cotton fibres, termed
“honeydew”. According to the process the cotton is heated
for a brief period of time to a temperature adequate to
render said honeydew hard and brittle, and this without
adversely affecting the cotton fibres. There are also
provided means for effecting such treatment of cotton
fibres in a continuous manner.
Highlights
• Controlled thermal treatment, without adversely cotton
fibres or causing discolouration
• Allows treatment in a continuous manner

Highlights
• Chemical treatment using an aqueous solution of three
specific compounds
• Room temperature immersion
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No. 3

No. 4

Publication No.
JPS62223309A

Inventor(s)
Tanaka
Minoru|Kawai
Masahiko

Priority Date
1986-03-18

Title
Method for
Removing
Honeydew from
Raw Cotton

Assignee/
Applicant
Tanaka
Tekkosho Kk

Countries of
filing
JP

Abstract
PURPOSE: To remove honeydew in raw cotton, by
sprinkling a solution containing yeast and/or enzyme
on raw cotton and allowing it to stand at a desired
temperature. CONSTITUTION: A solution containing yeast
(baker’s yeast belonging to the genus Saccharomyces,
yeast of SAKE, beer yeast, etc.) or an enzyme (glucamlase
of mold, γ-amylase, etc.) which decomposes a saccharide
component to form honeydew and forms an alcohol and a
carbonic acid gas is sprinkled on each layer of raw cotton
A1, A2... in a treating tank 1 by a sprinkling spray 12. The
temperature of a fermentation chamber 7 is kept at 2040°C, a raw cotton feed opening 8 is closed with a cover
9 and the alcohol and the carbonic acid gas evolved are
diffused from an exhaust vent 14 to the outside.
Highlights
• Biological treatment using a solution containing yeast
and/or enzyme
• Room temperature application

Publication No.
JPH0143043B2

Inventor(s)
Tanaka Minoru

Priority Date
1986-06-17

Title
Treatment
Device for
Removing
Saccharide from
Raw Cotton

Assignee/
Applicant
Tanaka Minoru

Countries of
filing
JP

Abstract
PURPOSE: A treatment device for removing saccharide
capable of removing honeydew in order to improve
spinning properties, equipped with a treatment solution
spray nozzle at the top of a raw cotton storing treatment
tank, with opening rollers at the bottom of the treatment
tank and with a circulating path of a heating medium
at the outside. CONSTITUTION: A treatment device for
removing a saccharide component (honeydew, discharge
of black beetle) contained in raw cotton, consisting of a
raw material feed opening 5 and a nozzle 6 for spraying a
treatment solution containing a saccharide decomposition
enzyme or yeast thereof at the top of a raw cotton storing
treatment tank 2, with opening rollers 15 and 16 positively
rotating only in removal of raw cotton at the bottom of the
treatment tank 2 and with a circulating path 3 for heating
medium at the outer periphery of the treatment tank 2. The
opening rollers 15 and 16 comprise plural rollers.
Highlights
• Device for biological treatment using yeast and/or
enzyme
• See also JPS62223309A
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No. 5

No. 6

Publication No.
CN1007436B

Inventor(s)
Yecheskel
Herzel Bar|Alon
God|Beck Eliezer

Priority Date
1986-08-27

Title
Treatment
of Cotton

Assignee/
Applicant
Rieter Ag
Maschf

Countries of
filing
CN

Abstract
The invention relates to a process for rendering harmless
sticky material adhering to cotton fibres, termed “honeydew”. According to the process the cotton is heated for a
brief period of time to a temperature adequate to render
said honeydew hard and brittle, and this without adversely
affecting the cotton fibres. There are also provided means
for effecting such treatment of cotton fibres in a continuous manner.
Highlights
• Controlled thermal treatment, without adversely cotton
fibers or causing discolouration
• Allows treatment in a continuous manner
• See also US4796334A

Publication No.
DE3724797C2

Inventor(s)
Nilles Eugen

Priority Date
1987-07-27

Title
Process and
Preparation
for Treating
Raw Cotton
Contaminated
by Dust and
Natural Sticky
Substances

Assignee/
Applicant
Zschimmer &
Schwarz Gmbh
& Co

Countries of
filing
DE

Abstract
Processing problems in relation to raw cottons which are
contaminated by dust and natural sticky substances are
significantly reduced by treatment with a preparation
containing components and reaction products of waxy and
oily consistency of native, mineral and synthetic origin and/
or surface-active compounds. It is applied before, during
or after the opening, preferably in aqueous dispersion or
solution.
Highlights
• Chemical treatment using an aqueous dispersion
or solution of specific compounds: waxy and oily
components of native, mineral and/or synthetic origin,
and/or surfactant
• Room temperature application before, during or after
opening and precleaning
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No. 7
Publication
No.
JPH01272874A

Title
Treating
Agent for
Spinning
Cotton

No. 8
Inventor(s)
Onishi Masami
Obata Keisuke
Yashi Ma Heihachi
Takahashi Kazue
Keisuke

Priority
Date
1988-04-20

Assignee/Applicant
Matsumoto Yushi
Seiyaku Kk Unitika

Countries
of filing
JP

Abstract
PURPOSE: To obtain the subject treating agent capable of
improving spinnability of various raw cottons regardless of
the raw cotton species, existing honeydew, etc., by blending
a modified silicone oil having a specific kinematic viscosity
with specified amounts of a specified ester compound
and fatty acid alkanolamide. CONSTITUTION: A treating
agent obtained by bending 1 pt.wt. modified silicone oil
having 10-4000cst kinematic viscosity at 25°C with 0.043.3 pts.wt. ester compound expressed by formula I or II
[Q1-Q4 are H or R1CO (R1 is 11-17C aliphatic hydrocarbon
group and at least one thereof is R1CO; k, l and m are 0
or integers; k+l+m is 5-30] and 0.03-3.3 pts.wt. fatty acid
alkanolamide expressed by formula III [T is R or A-O-Q6; Q5
is R2CO; Q6 is H or R2CO; A is 2-3C alkylene; R2 is 11-17C
(OHsubstituted) aliphatic hydrocarbon group]. The treating
agent is sprayed and applied to various raw cottons before
spinning to prevent neps, etc., from occurring in spinning,
reduce wrapping around rollers and contrive improvement
in spinnability.
Highlights
• Chemical treatment using specific compounds: modified
silicone oil with specified kinematic viscosity, a specified
ester compound, and fatty acid alkanolamide
• Room temperature application
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Publication No.
US4896400A

Inventor(s)
Polli Edoardo

Priority Date
1987-07-21

Title
Method and
Apparatus for
Processing Textile
Fibres in Particular
Cotton Fibres in
Pressed Bales
for Removing
Therefrom Adhering
Organic Waste
Released by Insects

Assignee/
Applicant
Keros
Establishment

Countries of
filing
AT, DE, EP, ES,
GR, IT, US

Abstract
The present invention relates to a method and apparatus
for processing textile fibres, in particular pressed bale
cotton fibres, for removing therefrom possible adhering
organic waste released by insects, which method
comprises the step of processing in a microwave oven, by a
substantially continuous cycle, the cotton bales by means
of microwaves having given frequency and power, so as to
dry the organic waste in such a way that the organic waste
can be easily removed from the single fibres by a simple
beating treatment. The apparatus substantially comprises
a microwave processing tunnel thereto the cotton bales are
supplied, in succession, by means of a loading conveyor
belt, a plurality of microwave generating units arranged in
said tunnel and a discharging conveyor belt for unloading
the microwave processed cotton bales.
Highlights
• Performed on pressed cotton bales
• Using microwave irradiation having set frequency and
power for drying honeydew to be removed by beating,
without altering the textile characteristics of the cotton
fibres
• Allows continuous treatment
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No. 9

No. 10

Publication No.
US4983309A

Inventor(s)
Kinoshita
Tsukasa|Kato
Tomohiro

Priority Date
1986-10-03

Publication No.
EP0350669B1

Inventor(s)
Knabenhans
Fritz
Bachmann
Othmar

Priority Date
1988-06-28

Title
Lubricants For
Cotton Spinning

Assignee/
Applicant
Takemoto Oil
& Fat Co Ltd

Countries of
filing
JP, KR, US

Title
Method for
Reducing the
Stickyness of
Cotton Flock Fibres
Contaminated
With Honey Dew

Assignee/
Applicant
Rieter Ag
Maschf

Countries of
filing
AT, CN, DE,
EP, IL, JP, RU,
US

Abstract
For cotton spinning, use is made of a treatment agent
containing silicone with viscosity at 25 DEG C. of 10
centistokes or greater such as dimethylsilicone, end
hydroxy modified dimethylsilicone or epoxy modified
dimethylsilicone and an emulsifier such as polyoxyethylene
alkylether or polyoxyethylene alkylphenylether. The
treatment agent may also contain a cationic or non-ionic
surface-active agent within a specified range of weight
ratio. The treatment agent is applied to raw cotton during
its bale opening or beating opener process at the rate of
0.001-2.0 wt %.
Highlights

Abstract
A method or apparatus for reducing the stickiness of
honeydew-contaminated cotton fibre by heating said
fibre is characterised in that the cotton fibre, while still in
bale form (12), is heated in a high-frequency electric or
electromagnetic field (27) until the honeydew has been
brought to an elevated temperature and the water present
in the honeydew has been substantially evaporated,
preferably until the cotton fibre has reached a temperature
within the range of the boiling point of water.
Highlights

• Chemical treatment using silicone-based agent with
viscosity in a specific range, and optionally a surfactant

• Thermal treatment in a high-frequency electrical or
electromagnetic field (including microwave) to reach the
boiling point of water

• Applied to raw cotton during bale opening or beating
opener process

• Performed on cotton flocks in bale form

• Aimed to reduce friction and reduce hygroscopicity
• See also TAKEMOTO’S PATENT for moisture control in
cotton bales
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No. 11

No. 12

Publication No.
US5003670A

Inventor(S)
Waeber Rene
Demuth Robert
Knabenhans Fritz
Bachmann
Othmar

Priority Date
1988-06-03

Publication No.
US5008978A

Inventor(s)
Waeber Rene
Knabenhans Fritz
Bachmann
Othmar

Priority Date
1988-06-03

Title
Apparatus for
Reducing the
Stickiness of
Cotton Flocks

Assignee/
Applicant
Rieter Ag Maschf

Countries of
filing
AT, CN, DE, EP,
IL, JP, KR, RU,
US

Title
Apparatus for
Treating Cotton
Contaminated
with Honeydew

Assignee/
Applicant
Rieter Ag
Maschf

Countries of
filing
AT, CN, DE, EP, IL,
JP, KR, RU, US

Abstract
The invention relates to an apparatus for reducing the
stickiness or tackiness of cotton flocks. For this purpose,
cotton flocks delivered by any suitable conveyor structure
are received in a flock chute and brought, by rolls or rollers,
as a fibre batt between a number of heated rolls or rollers,
in order to be heated such that the stickiness or tackiness
of the honeydew on the cotton is thus reduced to an extent
which no longer has an adverse effect on subsequent
machinery. Downstream of the heated rolls or rollers the
fibre batt is again opened into cotton flocks by an opening
roll or roller and fed to a pneumatic conveyor line through
which the cotton flocks are fed to the subsequent machine.
Highlights
• Performed on cotton fibres or flocks being continuously
processed
• Thermal-mechanical treatment
• Apparatus configured to achieve uniform and rapid heat
transfer and obviate detrimental or undesired effects of
uncontrolled heating
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Abstract
The invention relates to an apparatus for treating cotton
contaminated or imbued with honeydew. For this purpose,
cotton flocks are fed into a microwave oven, in which
the cotton flocks are heated by microwave energy, thus
reducing the stickiness or tackiness of the honeydew such
that there are no processing disadvantages on subsequent
machinery. The microwave oven basically comprises a
conveyor belt on which the cotton flocks are conveyed
through a passage or channel provided with microwave
generators. At the exit or outlet of the microwave oven
the cotton flocks are transferred to an opening unit which
transfers the cotton flocks into a feed chute or shaft.
Highlights
• Performed on a continuously feed or supply of cotton
flocks
• Thermal treatment using a tunnel-type or shaped
microwave oven for selective heating of honeydew
• Reduced energy consumption, low risk of discolouration
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No. 13
Publication No.
US5153968A

Title
Process for
the Treatment
of Cotton

No. 14
Inventor(s)
Sterin Shlomo
Yucha Rivka
Guttman Hilda
Lask Herzel

Assignee/
Applicant
Israel Fibre
Institute, State
of Israel, Ministry
of Industry &
Trade

Priority Date
1989-11-14

Publication No.
FR2685709A1

Inventor(s)
Richard Frydrych

Priority Date
1991-12-30

Countries of
filing
IL, US

Title
Treatment
Method of
Cotton and
Installation for
Application
Process

Assignee/
Applicant
CIRAD
IRCT

Countries of
filing
AU, FR, JP, PCT

Abstract
The invention provides a process for reducing the
adhesiveness of sticky droplets on the surface of a cotton
fibre comprising decoalescing the droplets and dispersing
the contents thereof along the surface of the fibre wherein
the dispersion is effected by passing the fibre between a
pair of rotary rollers, the rollers being pressed against each
other and being revolved at different relative speeds.
Highlights
• Most effective during the carding process

Abstract
Process and plant for treating honey dew-tainted cotton
to facilitate spinning. According to the invention, the cotton
to be treated is formed into a sheet (21) which is passed
between guiding members (3, 3’) and subjected to hot
steam injection, the sheet being preferably compressed.
Application especially in the treatment of honey dewtainted cotton.
Highlights
• Subject preformed cotton sheet, preferably compressed,
to hot steam injection

• Decoalescing/softening + spreading/dispersing, opposite
to the heating methodology
• Based on the discovery that the sugar droplets in the
form of a “gel” have “cold flow” properties which allow
them to be softened by different physical methods or by
treatment with various solvents
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No. 15

No. 16

Publication No.
FR2685710B1

Inventor(s)
Richard Frydrych

Priority Date
1991-12-30

Publication No.
US5770437A

Inventor(s)
Lantero Oreste J
Shetty
Jayarama K

Priority Date
1993-04-30

Title
Treatment
Method of
Cotton and
Installation for
Application
Process

Assignee/
Applicant
CIRAD
IRCT

Countries of
filing
AU, FR, PCT

Title
Enzyme
Composition for
The Treatment
of Sticky Cotton
Fibre and
Method for the
Treatment of
Sticky Cotton
Fibre With
Such Enzyme
Composition

Assignee/
Applicant
Genencor
Solvay

Countries of
filing
AU, BR, CN, DE,
DK, EP, ES, FI, IL,
JP, MA, RU, TW,
US, ZA

Abstract
Process and plant for the treatment of honey dew-tainted
cotton. According to the invention, the cotton, which
is previously formed into a sheet (11) is treated in a wet
atmosphere and is then made to pass between pressing
members (2) which extract the honey dew contained
therein. The sheet is thereby discharged at (12) from
the plant after removal of the honey dew. Applications
especially in the treatment of honey dew-tainted cotton
before spinning.
Highlights
• Subject preformed cotton sheet to wet atmosphere and
pressed to extract honeydew

Abstract
An enzyme composition and a means of reducing the
stickiness of honeydew contaminated cotton is disclosed.
The composition includes, and the method uses, enzymes
such as transglucosidases and pectinases which are
capable of hydrolyzing sugars that make-up honeydew.
Highlights
• Enzymatic treatment involving transglucosidase,
pectinase, alpha-galactosidase, glucoamylase, that
may be derived from a fungal source
• May be applied before and/or after harvesting
• Examples 4 & 5 in EP0622487B1 illustrates field
application
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No. 17

No. 18

Publication No.
WO2005066404A1

Inventor(s)
Aeppli Kurt

Priority Date
2003-12-19

Title
Method for
Removing
Honeydew and
Synthetic Fibres of
Fibrous Materials
and Device for
Carrying Out Said
Method

Assignee/
Applicant
Spinner
Hermann

Countries of
filing
AU, PCT

Abstract
The invention relates to a method and device for removing
honeydew and synthetic materials in the form of fibres,
films, foils and strips from fibrous materials in bales, piles or
in tufts, in particular on cotton bales. The inventive method
mainly consists in passing means (4) for heating the top
surface of a fibrous material layer (2) above said moving
or fixed layer (2) prior to the transfer thereof to a treating
machine (1) in order to transform synthetic pollutants and/
or honeydew in such a way that they are removable before
or after the passage of said fibrous material layer (2)
through the treating machine (1). Said invention is usable,
especially in machines for treating raw textile fibres, in
particular fibrous materials taken from material bales,
mainly cotton bales.
Highlights
• Performed on cotton bales
• Heating followed by removal of honeydew and synthetic
contaminants

Publication No.
WO2006018533A2

Inventor(s)
Mesnage
Philippe
Le Blan Thierry
Griffouliere
Stephan
Courdesses
Stephanie

Priority Date
2004-07-28

Title
Sticking Cotton
Treatment Method

Assignee/
Applicant
Institut
Francais Textile
Habillement
Lallemand Sa

Countries of
filing
AU, CN, EA, FR,
PCT, US

Abstract
The invention relates to a sticking cotton treatment
method which is intended to reduce the stickiness of cotton
fibres thus treated. The inventive method comprises the
following steps consisting in: a) seeding the cotton fibres
with the aid of bacteria by means of spraying, preferably
uniformly, from an aqueous suspension of said bacteria,
such as to obtain a maximum resultant moisture content of
16 %; b) storing the cotton fibres thus treated in the form of
a compressed bale; and c) leaving the seeded bacteria at a
temperature such as ambient temperature for at least one
week approximately.
Highlights
• Biological treatment of harvested cotton using bacteria
capable of metabolizing the sugars notably present in the
insect honeydew, selected from Lactobacillus, Pediococcus,
Bifidobacterium, Lactococcus, Leuconostoc, Enterococcus and
Streptococcus
• Simply to apply, not very costly, without any negative
impact on the environment and may be used for treating
large amounts of cotton after harvesting on an industrial
scale, do not affect the degree of polymerization of the
cellulose entering into the composition of the cotton fibre
• Careful control of humidity in order to prevent the
occurrence of moulds
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No. 19
Publication No.
CN100508731C

Inventor(s)
Chuanqi Dai

Priority Date
2006-10-18

Title
Cotton Desugar
Harvesting
Method

Assignee/
Applicant
Chuanqi Dai

Countries of
filing
CN

Abstract
The present invention discloses a cotton picking method
capable of reducing physiological saccharide of cotton
and eliminating aphid saccharide. Said method includes
the following steps: promptly picking mature cotton bolls,
once picking immature cotton bolls before hoar frost falls,
respectively sun-drying mature cotton bolls and immature
cotton bolls, stove-drying them to the standard for
mechanically stripping cotton bolls, mechanically stripping
cotton balls to obtain unginned cotton, removing impurity
so as to obtain the invented desaccharified cotton.
Highlights
• Differential harvesting and treatment of mature and
closed bolls
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Appendix 3
Patents – post-harvest treatment for protection against microbial action

No. 1

No. 2

Publication No.
EP0375629B1

Inventor(s)
Polli Edoardo

Priority Date
1988-12-21

Publication No.
US6557267B2

Inventor(s)
Freddy Wanger

Priority Date
2000-05-01

Title
Method and
Apparatus for
Processing
Cotton Bales for
Removing Fungi
and MicroOrganisms
Therefrom

Assignee/
Applicant
Polli Edoardo

Countries
of filing
AT, DE, EP, IT

Title
Method for the
Heat Treatment
of Bales

Assignee/
Applicant
Xorella Ag

Countries
of filing
AU, BR, CN, DE,
EP, HK, IN, TR,
US, PCT

Abstract
The method comprises the step of continuously processing
the cotton bales (7) by microwaves of set frequency
and power. The apparatus (1) substantially comprises a
micro¬wave processing tunnel (3) supplied with cotton
bales by a conveyor belt (2) and including microwave
generat¬ing units (9) for processing the bales, a processed
bale removing conveyor belt (4) being moreover provided
for removing from the tunnel the processed cotton bales.
Highlights
• Microwave treatment of cotton bales in a continuous
process
• Set frequency and power; textile properties of the fibres
not affected

Abstract
A heat treatment process for fibre feedstock, comprises
repeatedly subjecting the bale to a reduced pressure
atmosphere followed by the introduction of steam which
permeates the bale. The interior of the bale may ultimately
reach a temperature of about 80° C., which conditions and
sanitizes the cotton fibres. Reduced pressure in the range
of 20-200 mbar and steam treatment time in the order of 5
minutes can be employed.
Highlights
• Performed on cotton bales
• Cycles of reduced pressure + steam to achieve specific,
gradual heat treatment and better penetration of the
heat
• Partial sterilization and conditioning simultaneously
• Can be accomplished by a type of fractional
conditioning, using commercial systems, e.g. CONTEXOR

• Can be combined with cooling air
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No. 3

No. 4

Publication No.
EP1786959B1

Inventor(s)
Philipp Peter
Rainer

Priority Date
2004-09-06

Publication No.
WO1987004600A1

Inventor(s)
Huber Neil M

Priority Date
1986-02-11

Title
Method and
Plant for the
Treatment of
Fibrous Material
Susceptible to
Degradation
by Biological
Activity

Assignee/
Applicant
Xorella Ag

Countries of
filing
AR, AT, AU, BR,
CN, DE, EP, ES,
IN, JP, KR, US,
PCT

Title
Use of Metam
Sodium for
Preserving HighMoisture Crops

Assignee/
Applicant
Bio Tech Lab Inc

Countries of
filing
AU, BR, EP,
PCT, US, ZA

Abstract
Material susceptible to degradation by biological activity,
before all by microorganisms like bacteria and fungi, is
treated with ozone. The ozone penetrates the material
and not only deactivate the active organisms themselves,
but also spores of bacteria and fungi. The ozonization is
performed in at least one cycle consisting of subjecting
the material to underpressure, e.g. of 500 mBar, in a vessel,
then filling the vessel with ozone containing gas. In a
preferred embodiment, the ozonization may be preceded
by at least one steaming cycle, consisting essentially of
applying vacuum, then filling the vessel with steam, notably
with steam of about 80° C.

Abstract
Metam sodium (sodium methyl dithiocarbamate) for
preserving high-moisture baled crops like hay and seed
cotton at application rates below about 4lbs/T.

Highlights
• Effectively retard microbial degradation and thereby
stabilize high moisture crop like seed cotton, using
conventional spraying equipment
• Low dosage, cost effective

Highlights
• Performed on cotton bales and other format including
uncompacted raw cotton, and other materials of
biological origin
• Ozonization/Ozone purging, may be combined with
steaming
• Effective against the active microorgansims, their spores,
and insects (advantage in border-crossing trading)
• May also have a bleaching effect – additional advantage
for cotton
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Appendix 4
Patents – moisture sensors (seed/raw cotton)

No. 1
Publication No.
US20020033704A1

Title
Cotton Moisture
Meter

No. 2
Inventor(s)
Steve Moffett
Paul Mohr
John W.
Ballinger

Assignee/
Applicant
Lubbock Electric
Company

Priority Date
1999-04-06

Publication No.
US7330034B1

Inventor(s)
Mathew G.
Pelletier
Michael E. Gvili

Priority Date
2003-12-31

Countries of
filing
US

Title
Moisture
Measurement
System for Seed
Cotton or Lint

Assignee/
Applicant
USDA

Countries of
filing
US

Abstract
The method and structure of a moisture measuring device
that creates an electric field, but substantially no related
electromagnetic wave, and then determines a moisture
content of a specimen based on the effect the moisture of
the specimen has on the electric field.
Highlights
• Electric method – change in electric field, not microwave
or RF
• Can be used on loose seed cotton

Abstract
A process for measuring the moisture content and
the mass-moisture content of materials is presented
that requires no air reference or calibration sequence.
A microwave signal is split into a reference and a
transmission signal, and the reference signal is applied
directly to the phase detector, whereas the transmission
signal is first transmitted through the sample before being
presented to the other side of the phase detector. This
measurement provides a phase-constant measurement
that is due to the dielectric characteristics of the material
under test. The system measures the material’s phaseconstant across a band of frequencies. The slope of the
phase-constant versus frequency is then utilized to predict
the density of the material which is then combined with
the corrected phase-constant measurement to calculate
the moisture content of the material.
Highlights
• Microwave-based
• Can be used on loose seed cotton
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No. 3

No. 4

Publication No.
WO2000014552A1

Inventor(s)
Moshe Danny S
Greenwald
Alexander

Priority Date
1998-09-03

Title
Moisture
Measurement
Device Using
Microwaves

Assignee/
Applicant
Malcam Ltd

Countries of
filing
AU, PCT

Abstract
A portable device for evaluating the moisture content
of small samples of materials. A sample holder (14) is
introduced into a covered cavity. Antennas at both sides
of the cavity direct a microwave beam through the
material sample. Attenuation and phase shifts are used in
extracting information concerning the sample composition.
In an alternative approach, the sample cavity is subject
to a resonance. The entire instrument is self-contained
and ready to use either in a stand-alone mode or as a
computer peripheral.
Highlights
• Microwave-based
• Portable
• For use on small sample of cotton fibre

Publication No.
US6111415A

Inventor(s)
Moshe Danny S

Priority Date
1998-01-09

Title
Device and
Method for
Determining
the Moisture
Content of a
Bulk Material

Assignee/
Applicant
Malcam Ltd

Countries of
filing
AT, DE, EP, US

Abstract
A method and system for measuring the moisture content
and internal structure of a material which is either
packaged as a module or presented in a continuous bulk
flow. A frequency modulated digital pulse of very high
frequency microwaves is directed through the material
under analysis by a microwave transmitter. A microwave
receiver receives the microwave signal after it exits the
material on the opposite side to that of the microwave
transmitter. The attenuation and time delay of the exit
signal are analyzed and corrected with empirically
derived functions so as to calculate the moisture content
and density, respectively, of the material. Irregularity of
the internal structure of the material is determined by
comparing the calculated densities of multiple slices of the
material with each other. In an alternative embodiment,
the microwave signal is transmitted through the material
under analysis by a first satellite dish antenna, and then
redirected back through the same slice of material by a
second satellite dish antenna located on the opposite
side of the material under analysis. The returning signal
is received by the first satellite dish antenna, and then
processed to calculate the density and moisture of the
material in the same manner as described above.
Highlights
• Microwave-based
• For use on continuous flow or module
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No. 5

No. 6

Publication No.
EP0950177B1

Inventor(s)
Moshe Danny S
Greenwald
Alexander

Priority Date
1996-12-31

Title
Device For
Determining
the Moisture
Content of
Material

Assignee/
Applicant
Malcam Ltd

Countries of
filing
AU, BR, CA, CN,
DE, EP, IL, JP, US,
PCT

Abstract
A device for measuring the moisture content of a module
of material, including: a source (28), for producing a
microwave radiation source beam, the source being
located on one side of the module (10); at least one
microwave antenna (128, 130) located on an opposing side
of the module for receiving an exit beam and for producing
an antenna signal; an attenuation unit for measuring an
attenuation of the antenna signal; a phase shift determiner
for determining a phase shift of the source beam and
the antenna signal, the phase shift determiner including:
a raw phase shift measurer for determining a raw phase
shift of the source beam and the antenna signal; and a
phase region determiner for determining a phase region
of the raw phase shift from the attenuation and producing
a corrected phase shift; and a moisture determiner for
determining a moisture content of the module from the
corrected phase shift and the attenuation.

Publication No.
US6278412B1

Inventor(s)
Kelly Richard
Kingswood
Kuchar Krzysztof
Marian

Priority Date
1998-03-03

Title
Method and
Means for
Moisture
Measurement

Assignee/
Applicant
Sipco Pty Ltd

Countries of
filing
AU, US

Abstract
A microwave transmission antenna arrangement for
transmission of microwave signals from a position located
in the adjacent vicinity of a bale transfer apparatus for
transporting bales past the antenna for assessment of
bale characteristics such as moisture in cotton including
an antenna supported by a forgiving support by being
relatively movable in position if a bale intercepts the
antenna. The antenna is supported so as to be restored to
a transmission and/or receiving position subsequent to any
dislodgment as a result of any interception of a bale.
Highlights
• Microwave-based
• For use on modules and bales
• VOMAX

Highlights
• Microwave-based
• For use on modules and bales
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No. 7

No. 8

Publication No.
AU2013204543B1

Inventor(S)
Kelly Richard

Priority
Date
2013-04-12

Publication No.
US20140060348A1

Inventor(S)
Jerry B. Hall
James J. Phelan
Ryan E. Noble

Priority Date
2012-08-28

Title
Electromagnetic
Moisture Meter for a
Cotton Picker Baler

Assignee/
Applicant
Sipco Pty Ltd

Countries
of filing
AU, BR

Title
Moisture Sensor
for a Cotton Round
Module Builder

Assignee/
Applicant
John Deere
(Deere & Co)

Countries of
filing
AU, BR, CN,
IN, US

Abstract
A microwave moisture system is installed on the tray
or handler of a cotton picker-baler. A transmitting
antenna is positioned on one side of the handler and a
receiving antenna is positioned on the opposite side of
the handler in 5 such a way as the bale passes between
the two antennae the amount of electromagnetic energy
absorbed by the bale and the reduction in velocity of
the electromagnetic signal through the bale are both
measured by an electronic system. Either or both of these
signals may be used to determine the moisture content of
the bale. The point at which the bale is to be 10 measured
for moisture is determined by inputs from a combination
of position sensors which may include the microwave
signal itself. By positioning the moisture meter across the
handler of the picker-baler the present invention measure
the moisture content of the bale that has been produced
by the picker bailer rather than being located insider the
cotton 15 picker.

Abstract
A round module builder for forming a round bale of cotton
is disclosed. The round module builder is configured to
receive compressed cotton and form a round bale of
cotton. At least one moisture sensor is coupleable to the
round module builder. The moisture sensor is configured to
measure an indication of a moisture level of the cotton.
Highlights
• Moisture sensor configured to measure moisture level
of the cotton as it is being harvested and moved into a
round module
• Can measure both innermost portion and outermost
portion
• May further comprise a position sensor to associate the
indication of moisture level with a location in the field
• Information may be communicated and displayed

Highlights
• Microwave-based
• To be used at harvest on a picker-baler
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Appendix 5
Patents – moisture management

No. 1

No. 2

Publication No.
US8356389B2

Inventor(s)
Ronnie J. Nimmo
Jimmy R. Stover

Priority Date
2008-08-26

Title
Drying of Seed
Cotton and
Other Crops

Assignee/
Applicant
Ronnie J. Nimmo
Jimmy R. Stover

Countries of
filing
US

Abstract
A seed cotton dryer comprises an array of electromagnetic
wave energy generators in a cotton gin, a cotton picker/
stripper. An appropriate amount of energy is used to
evaporate a considerable amount of moisture in the seed
cotton without producing enough energy to pop the cotton
seeds. Seed cotton dried by wave energy is much easier to
separate the cotton seeds and lint from leaves, stems and
other plant parts. The seed cotton is preferably transported through the dryer in a conduit having flat sides which
reflects the wave energy more efficiently than through a
round conduit. Provisions are made to prevent arcing in
the transport conduit when extraneous metal pieces are
inadvertently mixed with the seed cotton. In some embodiments, heated air from a diesel engine is used to dry crops
as they are being harvested.
Highlights
• Drying at harvest or in the gin using electromagnetic
wave energy, including RF and microwave, for energy savings as compared to natural gas heating
• May use heated air/exhaust from a diesel engine of the
harvester
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Publication No.
US5188224A

Inventor(s)
Kinoshita
Tsukasa
Yamada
Masahiko
Matsueda
Hirokazu

Priority Date
1990-07-27

Title
Cotton Bales
and Method of
Producing Same

Assignee/
Applicant
Takemoto Oil
& Fat Co Ltd

Countries of
filing
AR, AT, AU, BR,
DE, EG, EP, ES,
JP, KR, MX, OA,
PT, US

Abstract
As cotton bales are produced by obtaining lint cotton by
subjecting collected seed cotton to a ginning process,
linear polyorganosiloxane of a specified type which has 106000 siloxane units and is insoluble or dispersive in water is
adhesively attached to the seed cotton or to the lint cotton
by 0.03-2.0 weight % with respect to the lint cotton.
Highlights
• Minimize changes in moisture regain in baled cotton, also
improve compression
• Using a specified amount of polyorganosiloxane of a
specified structure
• May be applied in neat form or in the form of an aqueous
emulsion, by spraying or immersion
• Useful for honeydew-contaminated cotton
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Appendix 6
Patents – other approaches

No. 1
Publication No.
US7098324B2

Inventor(s)
Candace H. Haigler
Hong Zhang
Chunfa Wu
Chun-Hua Wan
Deshui Zhang

Priority Date
2001-07-30

Title
Chitinase Encoding Dna Molecules from
Cotton Expressed Preferntially in Secondary
Walled Cells During Secondray Wall
Deposition and a Corresponding Promoter

Assignee/Applicant
Univ Texas Tech

Countries of filing
AT, AU, BR, CN, DE, EP, ES, MX,
US, PCT, ZA

Abstract
The present invention relates to isolated nucleic acid molecules encoding endogenous cotton chitinases and corresponding
promoters, which are preferentially expressed in secondary walled cells during secondary wall deposition. The polypeptide
encoded by the nucleic acid molecule, a DNA construct linking the isolated nucleic acid molecule with a promoter, the DNA
construct incorporated in an expression system, a host cell, a plant, or a plant seed are also disclosed. The present invention
also relates to a DNA construct linking the isolated promoters with a second DNA as well as expression systems, host cells,
plants, or plant seeds containing the DNA construct. Methods of imparting resistance to insects and fungi, regulating the fibre
cellulose content, and methods of expressing a gene preferentially in secondary walled cells during secondary wall deposition
are also disclosed.
Highlights
• Chitinases inducible in plants by pathogen attack, corresponding to the frequent occurrence of chitin in fungal cell walls
and insect exoskeletons
• Leveraging endogenous protections against fungal degradation that could be introduced or enhanced in the fibre
• Resistance to insects and fungi may translate to dual action against fungal growth and honeydew-producing insects
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No. 2

No. 3

Publication No.
US6710228B1

Inventor(s)
Richard L.
Yenofsky
Miriam Fine
Thirumale S.
Rangan
David M.
Anderson

Priority Date
1998-05-29

Title
Cotton
Cells, Plants,
And Seeds
Genetically
Engineered
to Express
Insecticidal and
Fungicidal Chitin
Binding Proteins
(Lectins)

Assignee/
Applicant
Mycogen

Countries of
filing
AR, AU, BR, CN,
EP, TR, US, PCT,
ZA

Abstract
Chimeric genes encoding lectins exhibiting pesticidal activity (for example, insecticidal and/or fungicidal activity) are
disclosed which can be used to transform cotton to yield
cotton cells, plants, and seeds in which the chimeric genes
are expressed. Such transformed cotton cells are pesticidal
when ingested by cotton pests.
Highlights
• Lectins have shown insecticidal and fungicidal activity in
cotton

Publication No.
WO2013098858A3

Inventor(s)
Singh Pradhyumna
Kumar
Upadhyay Santosh
Kumar
Krishnappa
Chandrashekar
Saurabh Sharad
Singh Rahul
Rai Preeti
Singh Harpal
Mishra Manisha
Singh Ajit Pratap
Verma Praveen
Chandra
Nair Kuttan Pillai
Narayanan
Tuli Rakesh

Priority
Date
2012-12-28

Title
A Novel
Insecticidal
Chitinase Protein
its Encoding
Nucleotide and
Application
Thereof

Assignee/Applicant
Council of
Scientific And
Industrial Research

Countries
of filing
AU, CA, EP,
MX, US,
PCT

Abstract
A novel insecticidal chitinase protein from fern Tectaria sp.,
a process for preparation of the insecticidal protein and
nucleic acid sequence encoding for said insecticidal protein and its application for insect control purposes.

• Genetic engineering allows better utilization of lectins
• Potential synergistic effects between gossypol and lectins

Highlights
• Effective against honeydew-producing insects –
Example shows insect bioassay against whiteflies
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No. 4

No. 5

Publication No.
CN1125179C

Inventor(s)
Jia Shirong
Yang Honghua

Priority Date
1999-01-28

Title
Breeding
DiseaseResistance
Crop With
Two-Kind
Anti-Fungus
Genes
Coexpressed
Cell or
External Cell

Assignee/
Applicant
Biotechnology
Inst Chinese
Aca

Countries of
filing
CN

Abstract
The invention uses chitinase and belta-1 3-glucanase
enzyme is formed between the synergetic effect of
respectively establishing on the two locating intracellular
or extracellular chitinase gene and belta-1 3-glucanase
enzyme gene the gene double-tariff plant expression
carrier through pollen tube channel conversion method of
cotton or the cell can be at the same time expression two
kinds of resistance gene or the outside cell expression at
the same time the two resistance gene or the cotton seed
room injection time and it also has the characteristics of
cell in outside cell two kinds of plant expression carrier to
execute the co-transformation transgenic cotton and it
also has the characteristics of cell in cell the fourth and the
price of the gene in the cell in outside cell and at the same
time establishing resisting fungal infection of the defending
system.

Publication No.
WO2005054479A1

Inventor(s)
Negrotto David
Vincent
Shotkoski Frank
Arthur
Yu Wenjin

Priority Date
2003-12-01

Title
Insect Resistant
Cotton Plants
And Methods of
Detecting The
Same

Assignee/
Applicant
Syngenta

Countries of
filing
AR, AU, BR,
CN, EP, US,
PCT

Abstract
The present application relates an insect resistant
transgenic cotton plant. In particular, it relates to a
specific event, designated COT202. The application also
relates to polynucleotides which are characteristic of the
COT202 event, plants comprising said polynucleotides, and
methods of detecting the COT202 event.
Highlights
• Effective against honeydew-producing insects, whitefly
and aphids

Highlights
• Based on the synergism between chitinase and
beta-1,3-glucanase
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No. 6

No. 7

Publication No.
US4449391A

Inventor(s)
Anthony
Williams S

Priority Date
1982-06-04

Publication No.
CN1243898A

Inventor(s)
Dai Chuanqi

Priority Date
1998-08-05

Title
Method For
Separating
Closed Bolls
of Cotton By
Maturity

Assignee/
Applicant
USDA

Countries of
Filing
US

Title
Method For
Decolouring
Unginned
Cotton of Stiff
Cotton Bolls

Assignee/
Applicant
Dai Chuanqi

Countries of
filing
CN

Abstract
A method for separating/classifying closed bolls of a
given variety of cotton by maturity is disclosed. Harvested,
unopened cotton bolls are immersed in a series of solutions
having a specific gravity of less than one. The bolls of
cotton are thus identified and separated by means of the
different specific gravity readings. The specific gravity
readings are correlated with the moisture content of the
bolls and subsequently the maturity dates of the cotton.
Additional steps for cleaning, washing and drying are
provided as needed. Alcohol/water solutions are utilized to
prepare solutions with specific gravities of 0.8379 to 0.9455.

Abstract
A method for decolouring the unginned cotton of stiff
cotton bolls includes such steps as uniformly spraying lowconcentration solution of sulfuric acid onto the unginned
cotton, spreading it over sieve net, and blowing hot dry
wind into room. Its advantages are simple method, high
effect and improving the chromaticity.
Highlights
• Performed on closed bolls/stiff bolls
• A spray of diluted sulphuric acid plus blow drying

Highlights
• Deals with one of the major problems of closed-boll
cotton concept
• Emphasis on the procurement of closed bolls to provide
clean cotton necessitated a method for separating closed
bolls into different maturity classes
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